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EXPLANATORY  MEMORANDUM 
1.  At  its meeting on  28  ~bvember 1977 the Council of Ministers 
(Development)  approved the procedure to be followed for the use 
of the appropriations for the cofinancing of projects with 
1  . 
non-governmental organisations  (NGOs).* 
That procedure includes  a  stipulation that the Commission \vill 
present  an  annual report to  the Council on the use of the credits 
allocated during the preceding year. 
In  accordance with that procedure the Commission presents this 
Report,  which deals with the use made  of the  Budget of 14  MEUA 
entered under  Article  945  of the  1981 Corrununi ty Budget. 
2.  Although relations with' the  NGOs  are mainly  in the field of project 
cofinancing in developing countries  1  ot.."ler  inportan"t:  areas for co-
operation with the NGOs  are  also covered  1  such as  Food  and Emergency 
Aid,  Public Education for  World  Development in Europe 1  and  inter-NGO 
coordination. 
(*)  See  Council  Document  R/207/78(GCD)  of 26 January 1978. - IV-
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INTRODUCTION 
The support  and recognition given to non-governmental organizations  (NGOs) 
by the European  Col'T1r:1UJ1ities  is  a  confirmation of the premise that 
developnent is about :people  and that the work of NGOs  both in the 
developing countries  and here in Europe is a real expression of human 
solidarity in situations of desperate need. 
* 
*  * 
The  enlargement of the Euror:ean  Communities  in 1973 led to  a  considerable· 
expansion i_n  its development policy in fa.vbur  of the Third World.  This 
found its rrost practical  form in the signing of the first Lome-Convention 
in 1975  and  the increase in budgets  to  include non-associated developing· 
countries.· 
At the same  time  and in order to complete the spectrum of development 
activi-ties,  exploratory  talks beya.'!  with representatives of leadi.ng 
European  non-govecnmental  organizations  as to how  the Commurri ty could 
best assist 
populations 
2.5 million 
their work  at grass-root level with  t.."le  most deprived 
tl 
in t0t#'developing "ir<orld.  TI1is  led to a  first budget of 
ECU  being allocated in 1976 for the cofinancing of NGO 
micro-projects in t.lte  Third World.  OVer  the following years, a..1d  to cater 
to  increased. demand  from· the NGOs,  the annual  b,Jdget allocation has been 
gradually  increased· so  i::L'1at  in 1981 it stood at 14 million ECTJ.  These 
increases were  a  measure both of Community satisfaction and recognition 
that here was  an  excellent way of er>.suring that aid reached those in 
real need.  The  NGO  reaction to the scheme has been overwhelming;  valid 
appU.cations  for assistance have always been f;:;r  greater than annual budget 
allocations.  The Comi11uni ty a.ppreciates  ·the trust· and confidence the 
NGOs  have tbus  shown in i t.s  progr  arnme. 
By  the end of 1981  a  totaJ. of 856  projects had been cofinanced with the 
56.6 million ECU  allocated by the Communities in 99  developing countries 
with 1.5.1.  N30s,  representing a  total  joint investment of 163 million ECU. 
.  :.! 
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Cofinancing micro-projects  however,  is just one facet of Cormnunity 
cooperation with  NGOs.  Of equal  importance are its support for their 
work  in Europe  on  publ~c education for world development,  the provision 
of emergency aid in disaster situations and the distribution of food 
aid through  NGO  channels. 
The plurality of the NGO  world  however,  further dictated the need 
to assist inter NGO  coordination at a  European level.  This  aspect of 
Com.r.1uni ty cooperation with  the  NGOs  is of great im},X)rtance  and has 
been therefore chosen as  the main theme  for the first part of this 
report.  Factual  information on the allocation of Community  funds  to 
NGO  activities is given in the second part and in the tables  annexed. 
The  third part deals with Community  institutional contact 
while the fourth part attempts  to plot the course for future years. - 3  -
INTER  NGO  CCORDIN.A.TION  AT  A El.JROPEAN  LE\lf.:L 
The srecificity of Comrmmit.y  assistance to European  NGOs  is that, 
although its financial  aid is destined primarily for national NGOs, 
it also  provides  an  impartial  international  :Eorurn  for  inter-NGO 
contact.  and  action.  vlhile  a  one-to-one relat.ionship is evidently 
r.1aintained  with  individual  NGOs  on all matters  to do with t."'eir 
pc.~rt.icular projects,  tl1e  C'Dm:nission  has  also  st..riven to enter into 
a  dialo;;ue with  tl-1e  J\JGOs  as  a  whole.  This  important cornerstone of 
policy is based on mutual  trust and respect. 
From  Uie  begi:r.ning  NGO  representatives were invited to meet. with the 
Commission as  an  assen·ibly  and were encouraged to elect.  a  liaison 
committee as  a  r:ermanent contact _r:;oint  with COmmission services.  These 
European  a.sserrblies  have become  an  annual  event since 1975  and  are the 
occasion for  a  frank.  and open exchange of views on matters of current 
and  future interest.  Invitation was  at: f:irst based on contact and 
expressed interes·t with  an effort being made  to achieve a  balance 
between  NGOs  from  the various  Hembe.r  States  as well  as  from the various 
l\ill fields of action.  By  1979  a  sufficient consensus had been g-enerated 
among  the NGOs  to penni  t  the setting up by their Liaison COmmi t·tee of 
an  electo:r:al  procedure.  This  J.ed to national  asserrblies being held in 
each .t"iember  Sta:te  at which delE:gations  were  elected to represent 
country in  teres  l~.s  at. the rnain  E.'uropean  Assembly  (normally held in 
Harch/April  of each year).  Thus  the 1980  Assembly became  the first 
democratically elected body of development  NGOs  meeting at a  European 
leveJ. · (coincidentally j'ust after direct elections to ·the  Europe:a.'1 
Parliament). 
'The  Liaiso·n  Comrnit.tee,  which can be  seen as  the  "executive committc:=:e" 
of  tht':!  .Ziss<::~wblies,  achieved democratic status in a.  similar manner. 
Nat.:i.on<.'Ll  assembJ.ies preparing the European Assemblies  nov-J  also elect 
the nati:..:mal  de.le;rates  to  the Liaison Corrmittee.  All  these elections 
ace  then dt.Jly  .·ratified by  the European Assembly which  can elect 
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additional  members  to represent,  for exawple,  the specific fields of 
public  educatio~ on world development,  volunteers,  and food  and 
emergency Aid..  The Liaison Committee has  13  members  for the moment. 
I 
Notwithstanding  an ;information campaign Greek  NGOs  have not yet 
.  -·  ,.. .  ..., 
participated in the programme. 
The  pOivers of the Assembly  and Liaison Comrni ttee are consultative 
as  they have  no  role in ·the appraisal of individual projects for 
co  financing.  But representing,  as  they do,  nearly 400  European NGOs 
who  have expressed interest in cooperating with the Communities,' they 
are involved closely in overall policy decisior~ and indeed the 
Commission tries to maintain complete transparency of policy in their 
regard. 
A positive example of the involvement of the Assembly  and of the 
Liaison Committee in policy discussion can be seen in the recent 
revision of the General .Conditions  for cofinancing NGO  projects in 
developing countries.  The  Commission prepared  a  first draft from its 
own  experi~nce and drawing upon the results of the CEC/NGO  joint 
evaluation of  NGO  and  EDF  micro-project schex:(leS.  This  was  then 
discussed with the Liaison Committee  and the 1981  Assembly.  As  a 
further step,  copies were  sent direct to all NGOs  who  had introduced 
projects  to  t..~e  Corrnnission since the cofinancing scheme beg·an.  The 
replies  and  comrnents  from this consultation were  incorporated in as 
much  as  wa..s  r;ossible in the final  text of the revised general 
cor1ditions,  which  t.hus  came  into force on  1  January 1982. 
A similar exercise is pl&"lned  for  the general conditions governing 
the allocation of  f~~ds for  NGO  public education for  ~~rld development. 
NGO  access  to  food  and  emergency aid was  also  arranged  through  ti1ese 
democratic  institutions.  To  facilitate the task of allocating food 
a.id  to  the  NGOs,  Commission services  asked the Liaison Corruuittee  to 
nominate  one  agency as  the coordinating body  through which  NGO 
applications  co1..Ud  be processed.  The then Chairman of the Liaison 
Committee proposed  t..~e  good offices of his own organization,  CEBEMO, 
I ... 
., 
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in t11e  NetherJ,.and,g.  ~'his work  was  later undertaken by EURONAID  a special 
organisation set up by some of the  main  NGOs  active in Food Aid: 
A similar situation arose over  access  to Emergency Aid funds.  In 
september 1981,  a  rreeting of all interested organizations held in 
Brussels .worked out  a  structure whereby  one  agency in turn  T  ..  ~.Duld 
take the responsability for coordinating  NGO  requests for emergency aid 
to the Cbmmission. 
The  Oommission reaffirms its opinion that such coordinating bodies 
must be transparent in j:plicy and open to all bona-fide Hember  State 
NGOs. 
The  field of public education on world development lends itself rrost 
readily to  NGO  coordination at a  European level. 'rhe need for  a  strong. 
identity of interest exists in all He.rnber  States. to achieve the right 
political climate for change.  NC-os  in the wide  understanding o£ the 
term to  include the special interest groups  such as ·'Irade Unions, 
farming organizations  and youth movements  are all important opinion 
formers.  The  Commission  (las recognized this in allocatin.;r funds  to 
assist their education work,  though  the small budqet. available can 
really only be used to prime cer·tain selected target groups  and 
issues.  In so assisting· this work,  the Co:mrnissi.on  further believes 
that it is facil·itating the creation of a  true Community consciousness. 
Special  interest group awareness of the mutuality of problems  and 
approaches  throughout the Nember  States is intrinsic to establishing 
the cred.ibili  ty of the Community 
l-I.Ssistance  towards  coordination infrastructure 
These coordination functions  asked of the Assembly and the Liaison 
Commi. ttee obviously entai1 considerable e~nse and E.Zffort  on their 
part.  To  ease this,  the Cormnission instituted in 1978  an annual 
subsidy for the secretariat and coordination expenses of the Liaison 
Committee.  This  sUbsidy is now  such  that the establishment of a 
I ... r 
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permanent secretariat can be envisaged.  Thus it can be hoped7that in 
future years,  the work  of coordinating  NGO  action at a  Eu.ropean 
level  and representa-tive of all NGO  interests will be greatly 
facilitated. 
Conclusion 
A substantial effort is therefore being made  to encourage  and aid 
inter-NGO contact and cooperation.  Some  exchanges of experiences  and 
ideas  have  already led to good  joint projects  and common  policies 
across national frontiers. 
Much  more  needs  obv}Ously  to be done in this area.  The  Cominission 's 
role as  a  catalys:~for such coordination is an important one  and 
compatible with its specific situation as  an  impartial  forum. 
* 
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P.AH.T  II 
l'LLCX::ATION  OF  COI-·JNUNITY  AID  IN  1981 
Commi trnents 
Notw.i thst.anding the constant growth  .in  NGO  applications  for cofinancing 
assistance \.,..ith  projects,  as  advised in previous  annual report:s,  the 
buc.get.  allocated in 1981 remained at the same-level  as  1980 i.e. 
14 million ECU.  Taking into account  just the avera.ge level of inflatior1 
in the Community,  not to mention in ·the developing countries,  this 
involved  a  serious reduction in real terms in funds  available. 
The  level of applications re.Jistered :in 1981  confirmed once  again  t-..he 
growth factor of previous years.  Nearly  400  projects were submitted 
representing  a  total request for  36  million  ECU  (2.5  times budr.Jet 
available).  164 of these were cofinanced in 1981,  representing a  total 
Community contribution of 13.5 million ECU.  A  further  128 projects for 
.a total of 11 rnilJ.ion  ECU  were carried over to 1982  due to the lack of 
funds.  70 other projects  were not considered for cofinancil1g or were  with--
dra~m by  the  NGO. 
Table  I  gives  a  breakdovn.1 of the allocation of' Community  f'1mds  in 1981. 
A  total of just over  13 million ECU  was  pai.d out during the year.  This 
comprised 5.  3  million ECU  in respect of comrni t.'Tlents  made during 1981 
<IJYl  7. 7  mi.l.l.:io1t  J·:cu  For  commitments  made  during previous years.  The 
re.maining  bala.r:tce owing  on projects will be paid out iP.  following years. 
It should be noted here tha:t the  pa~iment credit of 10.75 million ECU 
cUlocated for  1981 proved to be totally inadequate to meet obligations 
arising during  the year  and the Commission  was  force:l  to request a 
supplementary payment credit of 2  willian ECU  to ease the backlog. 
'Ehis  was  q;~anted in late December. 
I ... 
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TABLE  I 
Allocation of Corruuunity  assistance to NGO  projects in 1981  ----------------------------------------------------------
APPROVED  PROJECTS 
No  of.  No  of  of which  Corruuuni ty con-
NGOs  projects  Block-grants  tribution in 
ECU 
BELGIUM  16  34  9  2.341.312 
DENJ/lARK  1  2  - 351.462 
GERHANY  10  18  1  2.315.671 
FRANCE  19  32  5  3.099~489 
IRELAND  4  10  2  331.454 
ITALY  16  22  3  2.201.049 
LUXEMBOURG  1  2  - 56.670 
NETHERLANDS  4  11  2  924.235 
' 
UNITED 
KINGDOM  15  33  3  L845.957 
PUBLIC 
EDUCATION  23  '24  - 595.619 
109  188  25  14.062.918 
LIAISON 
COMMITTEE  - - - 58.137 
TO  BE  CARRIED 
jOIJ!:~  TO  1982(1)  - - - 219.230 
I  . 
i 
i 
j'IOTPL  .  14.340.285 
! 
(l) Di.sssociated credits carried over  to the following year·. 
(2)  Including credits carried over  from 1980. 
··c./ 
(2)1 
l  ' 
\ 
; ' 
. i 
,  I 
\ 
I· 
.1 
!. 
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'rhEl  NGOs 
86  NGOs  of whom  27  for the first time,received one or more cofinancing 
grants in 1981.  This  was  17 up on 1980  thus  again provin9 the openness 
of the scheme  and growing  NGO  interest in it. The Commission is further 
pleased to note  the increasing interest being. shown by the special 
interest groups  such as,  Trade  Unions, ·farming organizations,  youth and 
consumer  movements  etc.  in the cofinancing programme. 
Table II in annex to this report gives  a  full list of projects 
cofinanced in 1981. 
The content of projects remained very varied as in previous years,  thus 
demonstrating  again  NGO  ability to respond flexibly to  the needs of 
local  populations  and adapt their systems to suit. This  is most obvious 
in the increasing introduction of appropriate technology and of; new  and 
renev;able sources of energy.  Table III shows  that the two main sectors 
covered were  training  33%  and agriculture 26%.  In terms of the combat 
again..st  Hunger  in the  ~vorld,  NGO  emphasis on small scale agricultural 
projects producing food  for local consumption can only be congratulated. 
The  avera0e  Communities  contribution was  75.000  ECU  per project,  leaving 
~-/:··--·  _.  -·  a.s.Lde  block grants.  Alth?ugh  a  community contribution· o'f  up to  300.000 ECU 
:  can be made,  in only 15 cases did they exceed 200.000  ECU1  while 
in 54  cases  the average grant was  less than  50.000 ECU.  25  Block grants 
were made  in 1981  to a  total of 1.1 million ECU  (average  46:ooOECU 
_t::er  NGO). 
Populations  and beneficiary countries 
------------------------~------------
Projects were cofinanced in 75  developing  countries~  of which  8  for 
the first time.  In general,  there was  an  even balance between ·ACP  states 
and  the non-associated  developi~g countries with· the former receiving 
6~9 million ECU  for 130 projects,  ~1dthe latter  6~·~  milLj:o~ ECU  for 
119 projects.  ,  .. 
The breakdown by geographic sector shows Africa 53%,  Asia 16 .5%, 
·.Latin America  23%  and Mediterranean  7 .5%. 
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NGOs  ag-ain· confirmed their interest in working- in situations of 
current p:>li tical interest.  'Ihus 10 projects were cofinanced in.  .·, . 
..  Nicaragua,  4  in Gaza  apd  the vJest  Bank  and  .7  in Z?-ffibabwe. ,Refugees 
too  I  be they  in Africa,  Central  and Latin America or South East ASia, 
were  also  assisted. in NGO  proj_ects:; 
The  COrmnission,  in its tradition. of humanitarian assistance a."1d 
wishing to avoid adding to the misery of deprived populations  through 
political considerations reaffirms its policy of examining each 
project submitted in strict conformity with its cofinancing criteria. 
GNP  of less  than  500  $. 
NGO  projects were cofinanced in 23 of the countries on  the United 
No.tions list of _le(_J developed countries dbsorbing  29% of avail-
able credits. 
To  be eligible for consideration for cofinancing,  NGO  projects must 
conform  to the development priori  tj_es  of the recipient countries.  'I'hat 
this is so,  is evident  from  the great interest developing  country 
'  <JOVernments  1:ake  in projects  2nd the support they g-ive  to NGOs  in the 
field.  As  tn  pr(~\; i.ous  yea:t- 1  tltis report will be sent  t·or  ir1forn1ation  to 
the missions of those col.mt.ries  w!1ere  NGO  projects  h'E'l:C"(~  cofinanced. 
Hul  ti.~·:J.i.er  effect of the  Commu.."1i tv contribution  -----~------------------·----_  .. _______  .. :.. ---·-------·  ---
Tile  total  joint investn:ent by  tl1e  Communities  and  the  NC'.,Os  in ccfinanced 
proj.::,cts  .in 1981  came  to .nearly  39  million ECU, a  sig;:1ificant 
:-;iul·:::i_;::-,l.ier  effect of almost 3. 
J.981  vri.t.ne.c::sf':d  a  ccnsider.:;.b.J.e  <J.r:o:,.;t.h.  j_n  Cornna.mit.y  assistance to 1-JG/s 
J.;1  tiJ:i.s  area.  i-\  ·total of  24  p:.:-ojects 
\vhom 
"f  CR  for  tbe first time.  However,  .L...;; 
was  cofinanced \-vith  23  NGOs  of 
the bud9e·t:  ccmmi tted 595.619  ECU 
fell  far sho:ct of the reques·ts made  f01.·  assistance as 
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45-proj~ets were submitted to  a  total of 1.1 million ECU. 
Following on the pattern of_·previous .years,  projects  ~{)ncentrated' on 
the ptiority themes of Industrial  ..  and  ~icultural rela~~ons betv.reen 
Europe  and  the developing· world  .  .[';lore  -formal- sec;:t~r -pro,jectS  WeJ:;:e  · 
'  .  "  ;  .  '  .. 
.. assisted  thi~ year,  ;eflecting:;;th the growing  Cl.waren~ss· of ed~ca-
~ion organizatiOD$_ Of·  t~e p<:>Ssibility Of assistance Jor.- Cl~ssroom 
work  and of the. need  to·  integ·.rat~ fully ·a Third World dimensf9n_,, . 
.into the school c;:urriculum.  A full list of projects· cof:Lnanced can 
', 
be  found in Table  IV. 
.  .  · .. 
Obviously the sr.1all  budget available at a  European level for these 
purposes  severely limited the scope of what could be  achieved: in parti-
cular in view of the irnrnensity of the target group.  It is therefore 
I 
the Commission's policy to apply strict limitative criteria to the 
choice of project for  cofinancir~. This  should in no way-reflect upon 
the value of many  worthwhile projects which  had to _be  turned away or 
carried over  for consideration in 1982. 
Following on the positive experience of the joint CEC/NGO  evaluation 
of micro-projects  in developing countries,  a  similar experience was 
put under  way  Ln  1981  to make  an evaluation/review of some of the 
education projects coffuanced in previous years.  This report 
should be available dtrring the course of 1982.  s-tress must be placed, 
however'  on the methodol.ogical  problems of agreeing criteria and the 
results  therefore can only be considered tentative. 
In the context of the COmmun.i ty 's  Food Aid Programrile. for 1981, 
25.000  tons of skimmed milk  F~wder,  2.000  tons of butteroil  ill1d 
18.500 tons of cereals were  shipped to different dev~loping countries 
through Europe-based  NGOs,- mostly affiliated to 'christian  churches~; 
Furthermore,  NGO.s  were  actively involved in the emergE;!ncy  food aid 
prO<.Jrarmnes  of the Coimnuni ty for  ~xample in  favoUr of the refugees  in 
El  Salvador.  In  t.~is regard the following extra quanti  ties  w~e­
channelled through  NGOs:  950  tons of cereals,  200  tons of butteroil 
and  500  tons of skimmed milk powder  (a+located out of the 
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reserves of the 1980  food  aid programmes).  The  value of this food aid 
in World  prices came  to 33.4 million  ECU.  See  Table  V for further details. 
4 •  Community  Emergency Aid channelled through  NGOs 
--------~-----------------------------------------
26  agreements  were  made  with NGOs  in 1981  for  a  total of 7.5 million 
ECU.  These actions  took place as much  in ACP  states as  in other 
developing countries. 
The overall percentage of Communities  emergency  aid funds  channelled 
through  NGOs  stands at 1 7'/o  for 1981  as opposed to 10%  in 1980. 
Situations where  NGOs  were assisted vary from natural disasters such 
as drought,  flooding  and epidemics  to political events.  The most 
important of these situations concerned: 
- Refugees  in  Somalia  from  t.l!e  O:Jaden 
Afghan refugees in Pakistan 
Populations  affected by events  in 
Kainpuchea 
El  Salvador 
Central African Republic 
Chad 
Vietnam 
l'ganda 
1.  950.000  ECU 
1.850.000 ECU 
1.100.  000  ECU 
500.000  ECU 
500.000  ECU 
400.000  ECU 
300.000  ECU 
150.000  ECU. 
In general,  assistance took the form of the supply of medecines, 
food,  clothes  and shelter. 
5.  Assistan.ce to  inter-NGO coordination 
Four plenary  mee·t:i.n~s  were held in 1981.  ~tween the  NGO  Liaison 
Cor:uni ttee  ·and  C'.omr..ission  se:;:-vices.  A  number of othE.x  smr1lle:c  meetings 
were crgar;izcd onspecific topics such as  fooc)  and emergency 
aid  acd public education. 
I;·1  general terms,  contact was  positive and successful  a.11d  the 
C:omrrtis.sion  exp:::-esses  its satisfaction with res;_;lts  achievE.0.  du.ring 
the yea:r.·. 
A total of  59 . 615  ECU  was  allocated to the Liaison Comrni ttee  · in 1981 
·towards its secret:ariat and coordination expenses.  For  future years, 
however,  t.l;is  a:nount will have to be substantially increased to perrni  t 
the Com."'T'.ittee  to properly  execute the responsibilities now  delegated 
to it. 
I: . . 
i 
! 
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The increasing number  of rec1uests  from  NGOs  ·to help them with their 
work requires  the Com1nission  to continue proposing increas0:s  in the 
·budget line for  these purposes.  Attention must  a1so be 
to  the need to' achieve  ?..  careful bala.1ce between  comrr.it:men~ 
and payment credits. 
* 
*  * - 14  -
Pl-\RT  III 
INSTITUTIONAL  CONTACT 
.... 
The main Community  institutions discussed NGO  matters on several 
occasions during  the year. 
The Development Committee of the European Parliament met both formally 
with the NGO  Liaison Committee  as  a  whole  and informally with m6Ubers 
of the same  Committee. 
Main  topics for discussion at the full meeting which  took place on 
9  I\ovember  were Hunger in the World,. the cofinancing progranune,  public 
education for  world development  and  ·the North/SOuth Dialogue. 
The  Development Group of the Council discussed NGO  matters three times 
in 1981  when, 
it  took note of the Commission's report for 1980 
it  discussed the report on the  joint CEC/NGO  evaluation of EDF'  alJ.d 
NGO  micro-project systems 
and noted with  intere.st the revised General  Conditions  for cofina.'"lcing. 
In general  terms,  the opinion of these  Oomrrtlli'"l~ty  Institutions was 
favourable  towards  cooperation with  NGOs  and with  ~~e workings of the 
cofinancing scheme. 
Other  events of note  include the opening  by  the President of the 
European Parliament,  l.rirs.  Veil, of  the European Jl.sserr.bly  in 1981. 
The  Gerraan  Parlia."Tient,  the Bundestag,  in full  plena....:.r  session on 
26  tbvembe.r  1981  also discussed CEC/NGO  cooperation and passed a 
resolution very favourable  towards  NC~. 
The  Uni·ted Kingdom  House of Lords  also discussed deve.lo:r;:ment  aid through 
NGOs  and expressed  its  satisfaction. 
Finally,  it is worth mentioning that the Court of Aud.:i. tors of the 
European  Oomr;1uni ties in  its  Annual  Report for 1980,  published. in 1981 
(i(ef. O.J.  C  344 of  31  December  1981)  made  favourable reference to "the bene-
ficial effect1  keenly felt by the recipients of projects carried out by 
non-governmental bodies directly in contact with the local community" • ( P .149  • ) 
I ... ·' 
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FUTURE  TRENDS 
It cart be  ex::-uected  that the growing political awareness of the NGOs 
will  translate into a  greater interest in the operation of all 
Cornrr.w1ity  policies \.•lhich  affect the Third World.  This is to be 
we.lco[l"l<3d  c!S  is indeed inc-:reasing  NGO  interest in promoting  the 
emergence of a  non-governrnental sector in the developing World. 
I'c  is indeed  on this latter subject that much  European  NGO  a·ttention 
has been  focussed in recent years.  Evaluations  of  NGO  lJrojects  and 
.indeed o:E  all develop.11ent assistance have  pointed out.  the desr..:erate 
need  to help people  ·t.o  organize themselves at local community level . 
Furthermore  increasirrJ  in~~ist?  .. nce by donors  ( includin9 the Conunission) 
on  the particir)ation by local populations in the concept.ion and 
managegtent of projects have obliged many  NC..Qs  into a  re·think of 
traditional approaches.  This has led to increased cooperation with 
counterparts  in the developing countries  and the set·f.:ing  up of 
partnership arrangements based on  mutual  trust and confidence. 
A striking example of this can be  seen in the recent series of 
meetings  organized by a  Dutch  NGO  with their regional c0lmterparts 
in Latin America,  Africa and Asia. 
The  Co~uission would encourage further work  in this area both to 
improve  the overall quality of projects but more  importantly to ensure 
the possibility for local populations to take £ull control of their 
own  situation and <;:all  upon the mo..st  appropriate assistance arid support  . 
.  ,  ... - 16 -
CONCLUSIONS 
1981  was  a  year of positive cooper  at  ion between  the European  Comr:lu-
nity and non-governmental  organizations. 
In general  tern~,  the Community  can feel satisfied with the progress 
being  made  to ensure that NGOs,  representing as  they do  the  "unofficial" 
Europe,  are being assisted iri their work  on behalf of the most deprived 
populations in the developing world. 
HOwever,  the budget problems this year,  as  much  with commitment credits 
(fewer projects could be cofinanced than in 1980)  as  with payment 
credits  (long  delays~efore payment),  led to some  frustrating situations. 
.  c.:~ 
As  the  advantage of NGO  methods lies in flexibility and speed,  the 
Commission should not be placed in a  position where it in effect could · 
delay  and complicate their work. 
* 
*  * 
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Pro?ect referenc1 
nurr.::>er  j 
,
1 
ALGERIE 
O~G/3G/6/Bl/NL 
NOVIB 
- l7 -
TABLE  II 
,I 
BREAI<Df'-~~OF NGo  PROJEcrS  BY  RECIPIENT  COUNI'RY 
Brief description 
Acquisition of rolling stock for-
s~~aoui refugees. 
Setting up of a  te>~ile workshop for 
the Sahraoui refugees  - Tindouf. 
TCtrAL·: 
Total cost 
in ECU 
9.212 
9.212 
EEC grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
4.606 
.  50",4 
4.606 
50"/o 
9.212 
c=============~~======~==~==========================~===========f=============] 
A.'1GOLA 
ONG/oG/19/Bl/B 
OXFA:-1 
support for a  Red  Cross mechanical 
workshop. 
Acquisition of  ~wing a.")Ui.pment. 
TOTAL  : 
1 ~:~~~::':o  ~tin;  up of a  heal  rh edu:ation centre ' 
SOZiilL- m.;n  I  !:. a  pottery workshop at Wilde,  Buenos 
EN'I'h'ICKLL"NGSHILFE  Aires province. 
DE:S  KOLPING-
1 
ONG/100/81/8  Building of a  welfare centre at 
VIV.'OS  Temper  ley. 
ONG/172/81/F  Promotion and education camp<>.ign  to 
COl-!I~ CAT:-iOL!Qt;"E  restore arri ;_:Jrotect  the physical and 
CG:.JTRE  LA  FAI!'!  ET ! social well-being oi the Fracran 
POUR  LE  DEVELOP- J and Peruti communities. 
PE!1ENI' 
I
TCII'AL:  (C.C.F.D.) 
B:'\NGLADESH 
C~G/52/81/IT 
!-lANI  TESE 
C~G/75/81/t.!K 
CXF  ..  !'\.'1 
C~G/76/81/UK 
OXFA:1 
I  Building of a  bridge at Jonail, 
j Rajshahi district. 
j 
Acquisition of·  motorized ferry, 
Patuaknali.  · · 
Acquisition of a  r:otorized  ferry, 
l  Barisalo 
j 
f 
I 
I  /· 
J···-rd 
l 
) 
.. 
14.416  7.208 
50",(, 
: 9.060  4.530 
50"fo. 
... 
11.738. 
-
136.842  52.000 
38% 
204.468  102.234 
50% 
35.580 
I 
47% 
.. 75.702. 
189.814 
133.358  66.676 
50%  I 
172~0~4  86.032  ! 
SCY,':O 
172.064  86.032 
50"~ 
., 
I 
I 
'  I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
! 
j 
\'  ,. 
' 
i 
I 
i 
'  I 
I  .  i 
; 
I 
i  ;.· 
i 
i 
l 
.  ~ =- ··~·--------
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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Project reference 
nuMber  Brief description 
0..\!G/93/81/IRL  Rural development in the region of 
CO~CER."l  Srimangal !hana,  Sylhet district. 
O.'lG/139/81/IRL  Health education at i".orulpara, 
oo;-;G:R.\1  t-lyr>:en.singh  district. 
O:-JG/BG/6/8lh1..  Support for a medical  centre, 
t\OVIB  Sunamganj. 
CNG/BG/11/81/UI<  Family and health education·in the 
POPULATIO~ CO~CE~\l  Chittagong region. 
O~G/BG/12/81/UI<  Equippin;; of t\.;o  nutrition rehabili-
TrlE  S.'\VE  Tl-::E  tation centres· in the Pallakandi 
CHILDR='"N  FU:"ID  (S.C.F  .)  region. 
0:-JG/BG/15/81/IRL 
CO.'KER.\l 
==- _ .. 
BENIN 
0.'\G/l  0 /81/IT 
1-lA:.'JI  TESE 
i):\G/BG/19/81/B 
OXFA.V. 
o;-;c/6 2/81/ul< 
OX:'Af.1 
C:,G/1~3/81/I?L 
GOR'l,A 
(1>:<":;/181/81/L>K 
CAFOD 
. 
Execution of mini-projects. 
I 
TOTAL  : 
' 
Setting up of a  health education 
I  centre and a  "urkshop  ..  Road repairs. 
\•iansoukou  and environs. 
Support for the health infra-
I 
struct:ure,  Aledjo. 
'IOTAL  : 
' 
l 
Laying out of  vegetable gardens ani  I 
orchards  around agricultural colleges  i 
1  in rural areas.  ll 
.1  'IDTAL 
~mprove.T.ent of stock-farming thr=gh  I 
I 
the set·ting up and  trainin..J of  I 
I 
producers' associations at Pucara, 
1 
Santa Cruz  province.  1 
J  Part).cipation in a  progra:rune of aj.d  I 
for miners in the Okuri region.  ' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Total cost. 
in ECU 
66.687 
30.697 
9.214 
7.930 
8 .. 652 
37.432 
130.936 
7.826 
I 
2.3.644 
63.515 
234.997 
EEC grant in 
ECU  and % of 
total cost 
50.015 
75')1~ 
23.023 
75% 
4.607 
50% 
3.489 
44% 
4.326 
50"/o 
18.716 
50% 
342.916' 
65.468 
50"/o 
3.913 
50"/o 
69.331 
17.333 
33.028 
52;,~ 
70.<199 
30% 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.) j 
I 
l' 
i 
I 
i  •  I 
I 
l. 
t 
;-
' 
l 
l 
! 
I 
l 
f 
t 
! 
t 
i 
f 
'  •  I 
'i 
.J.  , 
S .. 0  .. S ~/P  .. ()  ,. 
TIC•i·!AL  DE  DEVELOP·-
DE 
•.:.:.;c;,/}JC/l/Si/3.:T 
,~;·.<i.':'":• ;i"J /[{l/l  T 
:I'<-~. 3 . .P.) 
.... 
- ,1~  •• 
Buildirg of a  ~~~:elfare  centr-E: 
( ed:.;cation  ar;d  !1.ea:._ t.h)  i:·1  Sal\ta.dor 
(Bahia)  North-East.  provi~·.ce. 
Sup·p~.>rt  for ·m.if;rant  ~·lor~er.s,  Vi.la 
;  t':ova.  Sydney  Girao  re<:;ion,  state of 
Rondonia. 
.~CC(Ld.si  t:.if)I:  o~ a  :ft:X'nace  for fir  inc; 
i=;-c i.::k.s  arx1  tiles for  iwpro"'ving 
!1cu.sin·;;  at:  Ca.:-utap,:.~ra,.  stat.e of 
S.J il-dj rL:r  ancl  o£..~UJ.p.t_::·lng  of a 
vocc.~.:tional  ·r:ra5~r.J..J1(;  centre  ,";lt 
Luls  :COnUngtlE?s .. 
3uj.ld:i.:".:J 
P-::nt~;..:;  de 
state of 
·-~  ..  .,_, 
•o!,·' 
of a  COITilr,tmi ty  cent~·e at 
CC<J..-val hos ,  CaJ-JO  dj.stt~ic  t:, 
Pernambuco • 
19.174 
i 
I 
I  11.774 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
,;< 
.. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
l 
I 
' 
I 
I 
l 
I 
~ 
7 .. 390 
9.587 
50% 
5.887 
50'7~ 
I 
! 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
f 
~i 
,, 
\ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
i  ··c 
j  < 
·ft; ;·r··.,. j  Project reference 
I  number 
ONG/BG/16/81/F 
CO:\!I'I'E  G\TiiOLIQL'E 
co:~'TRE LA  F.;;n; ET 
POUR  LE  DEVELOP-
PEHi::NT  I  (C.C.F .D.) 
CNG/EG/22/81/D 
DEL''1'SCr:E  i;'ELT-
HUNGERHILFE 
(D.I\.H.H.) 
- 20-
Brief description 
Settirq up of a  community centre. 
Setting up of demonstration centres 
for stock- and crop-farming in the 
state of Santa Catarina. 
~~quisition of a  tractor,  Munizip 
Nobres,  state of Nato  Grosso. 
TOTAL  : 
Total cost 
in ECU 
24.259 
10.414 
18.744 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  arrl% of 
total cost 
10.674 
44% 
5.207 
50% 
9.372 
SO~b 
434.123 
r  l  \~ . 
l 
::.•.f  i 
I 
l 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
-··=======-==================,=============9F==========l========='= 
BURlTh.'DI 
ONG/8 6/81/IT 
VOLONTARI  ITA-
LIA.".JI  SOLID.<;RI-
ETA  PAESI  EHER-
GENTI 
(V.I.S.P.E.) 
CAMEROUN 
ONG/5/81/IT 
:t-:OVD-!Ei\"TT  SVI-
Lli"'PPO  E  PACE 
(H.S.P.) 
CNG/103/81/IT 
COOPEHAZIONE  I  Hi'I'ER.\IAZION.'~LE 
t 
I  o;,;G/120/81/IT 
"I  ::E!:-.l'1'RO  ORIENT.Z'-1-
:.!EN'l'O  EDUCATIVO 
I  ONG/BG/1/81/IT 
I 
:·IOVI~!EiiTO SVI-
LlJPPO  E  PACE 
I  (X.S.P.) 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Buildirg of a  health education 
centre at Mutoyi,  Gitega province. 
'IOTAL  : 
Building of a  'dispensary at 
Bankambe,  Haut-Nkam  department, 
Province de l'OUest. 
Diggi:-:g  of wells and provision of 
welfare and health services at Nden, 
town of Sangrnelima. 
Euilding and equipping of a  social 
advance.rnent  centre at Mbalmayo. 
Acquisition of sanitary facilities 
for  t..'1e  Baleng  leprosari'Lun, 
Bafoussam prefecture,  Mifi department, 
province de 1'0Uest· 
I 
Equipping of a  training centre for 
women  at Nkongsamba,  departement.of 
~Dungou,  Province du Littoral. 
Equipping of a  training centre for 
women  at Bafang,  departement Haut-Nkam 
Province de 1
1 Ouest. 
26.696 
163.416 
71.596 
530.865 
19.258 
19.258 
34.389 
20.022 
75% 
20.022 
81.708 
50% 
35.798 
50% 
228.272 
43% 
9.629 
SO"), 
9.629 
50% 
9.629 
28% 
i 
I 
i 
I 
J .. ~ 
Project reference 
n'..lrrber 
OL'JG/BG/7 /81/IT 
MOVI!-lEN'IO  SVI-
LUPPO  E  PACE 
{N.S.P.) 
.  . 
j 
.. 
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Brief description 
Total cost l  EEC  grant  ~n l 
in ECU  ECU  and % of 1 
1 total cost 
Ndo~Je.  50% 
Acquisit~dn of equipment for the Saa  19.174  9.587  I 
Water  supplies for  a  school at  --~174--r•  9.587 
rural  c~];Xlrt· centre.  soo,;  1 
=,=,==-=====i=TOI'==AL=:========~-·=-·=========  F  -~~+  393.~9 -·1 
C.l\BO  VERDE 
O:.JG/92(8l~'L 
DR.  EDUAROO 
HONDLA.'\JE  STICEI'ING 
Q.'JG/BG/5/81/UK 
OXFA:'1 
ONG/BG/19/81/B 
OXFAM 
CHILE 
ONG/72/81/UK 
Ct!RISTIAN  AID 
O.'JG/7 4/81/B 
WITHUIS  VOUJNTA-
RIAAT 
ONG/78/81/NL 
CEBD!O 
ONG/142/81/IRL 
GORTA 
CI  SJORDANIE  & 
GAZA 
I 
ONG/113/81/F 
CH!ADE 
Extension of a 'carpentry· coorerative 
at Vile  de Mindelo,  islan:l. of 
San Vincente. 
'I'r  aining for weav<".i".s, 
isla.."'ld of Maio. 
Improvement of fish marketing 
1 
faciJ.iti·~. 
'I'OI'AL  : 
Buildir:g of a  paediat-.ric- to  a 
hospital at Temuco. 
Buildir:q and equipping of a  medic;ll 
rehabilitation centre at Talca. 
76.466 
7.064 
19.562 
·~=-1 
29.324 
'119,.624 
"  Contribution to  the aid programme for  L694.800 
I 
the  "Departemento  zonas"  of the Vicaria 
de la Solidal:'id.ad in Santiago de  ChHe. 
Support for India.! farmers  in the 
Nueva Imferial departement  : 
- trainirg 
- supply of eq..Upment 
- supply of fertilizer and seed. 
TCYrAL  : 
Buildin;r of roads,  vocational training 
and corrrnuni ty centres for Pales  timan 
villages. 
70.930 
1.467.500 
I 
49.703  . l 
65% 
3.532 
50% 
14.6:1 
5~~  I 
59.812  j 
50%  I 
101.688 
6% 
35.465 
SO%. 
211.627 
~  i 
264.150 
18%  I 
I I 
1  l  I . 
! r···------
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Project reference  Total cost  EEC  grant in 
number  Brief description  in ECU  ECU  and% of 
total cost 
' 
ONG/124/81/D  Setting up of a  cottage textile  292.424  143.288 
WELTFRIEDEI-JS- handicrafts industry and  a  dispensary  49% 
DIENST  for the villages of Kafr  Na'  Ameh 
(W.F .D.)  and Bila'  in! 
ONG/189/81/DK  Support  the vocational training  767.323  230.197 
DANCHURCHAID  centres in Gaza.  . 30% 
ONG/BG/6/81/NL  Extension and  equipping of a  preventive  9.214  4.607 
NO VIS  medicine centre - Bir Zeit.  50"/o 
TOTAL  :  642.242 
COLONBIA 
ONG/BG/1/81/IT  Equipping of three canteens for  un~er-
'' ).8.810  9.405 
MOVIt-lENTO  SVI- privileged chfldren of Jerusalem,  50% 
LUPPO  E PACE  Guataqui  and  Narino, department  of 
(f.l.S.P.)  Cundinamarca. 
ONG/BG/21/81/B  Execution of one mini-project.  9.729  4.378 
COOPIBO  45% 
Ol'.JG/BG/22/81/D  Acquisition of 60  carts for various  18.744  9.372 
DEUTSCHE  WELT- villages.  50"/o 
HUNGERHILFE 
(D.W.H.H.)  TOTAL  :  23.155 
CONORES  ' 
ONG/112/81/F  Village advisory services in t.':e  60.142  30.071 
CENI'RE  INI'ER- Badjini region  :  50% 
NATIONAL  DE  - welfare and  health; 
DEVELOPPEMEt-.'T  - family economics,  to increase the 
ET  DE  RECHERCHE  women's  moqey  incomes. 
(C.I.D.R.) 
ONG/BG/4/81/F  Improvement  of family-based stock- 17.208  8.604 
CENTRE  n  .. JTER-
I 
farmin;r,  Badjini region,  Grande  Comore,  50% 
NATIOt'.JJIL  DE  DEVE-
LOPPENEN"T  ET  DE  . ' 
RECHERCHE 
(C.I.D.R.) 
'roi'AL  :  38.675 'l 
I 
.I 
} 
I 
Project reference 
nurrber 
<XlNGO 
ONG/32/81/F 
HEDICO  INTER-
NATIONAL  FRANCE 
COTE  D  I IVOIRE 
ONG/37/81/J). 
WELTFRIEDENS-
. DIENST (N.D.F.) 
Dl'-l'G/58/81/IT 
CENTRO  VOLO!'I"TARI 
COOPERAZIO~"E 
ALLO  SVILUPPO 
(C.V.C.S.) 
ONG/BG/6/81/NL 
NOVIB 
DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC 
ONG/.BG/16/81/F 
<Xl!>UTE  CATHOLIQUE  I 
ceNTRE  LA  FAIM  ET  I 
POUR  LE  DEVELOPPE-
MENT 
(C.C.F.D.i 
·-.:23-
Brief description  .· 
Digging of wells'·.at Kimongo,  ·· 
Kir'nongo  district, at Mal1effibe~  ··~ 
· Dibourna,  Kibangou district,· at.· 
M'Bengue,  Diveme .arri .1-'Dussogo  district. 
TOTAL  : 
Rural extension services  and  buiiding 
of warehouses- at Lakota,  Die)<o  cantori, , 
and at Zikisso·;  Ziki Sud canton.•  · 
Building and equipping of a  rUra~ 
extension arid  promo:tion centre ·at . 
Bouake.  ..  ·  · 
Building of two tiaming centr:es for 
cooperatives  for' yoUng  people at 
N;  deori and  Mi:male •."  · . · 
TarAL  : 
~!  ; . 
Pre-ventive medicine programme ':for 
disaster victims..  .. 
TOTAL  : 
ECUAOOR 
ONG/4/81/D 
DEliTSCHE  WU..T-
HUI\IGERHILI:'E 
(D.~i.H.H.) 
Settin;r up of a.-.  aqricul  tural college  I  in the Cayambe canton  • 
ONG/1.44/81/U":< 
~  iJ.C :.::LJ\TION 
CCNCERN 
Family planning association  : 
-family education•for  yo~~ people 
- training of birth control advis'ers. 
'  . 
.. 
I 
t 
: 
., 
1 
1 
Total cost 
in EC:ti. 
34.882 
40.222 
700,.986. 
',., 
·  ·  s~so4 
24.602 
366.230  l 
I 
I 
17  •. 586  I 
' 
i 
! 
I 
EEC.gr~t  .i~ 
.ECU  and %.of 
total -~·st 
' 
--- {i  ~·-- (.  . 
......  1'7~441 
,,:  '50%  ' 
. .  ~ .... ,  ' 
,.  ·:..;~  . 
":) 
.. :  >· 
:.  _.,,  2b~·'ill  ·: 
. S'cl%' 
-
·.l 
.  ·.~ .; 
'252.355 
36% 
.; 
'·'·  : 
4~242 
·~  SO%  . 
.  276.~718  .... ·  ..... 
.·.· 
..  11.563 
'·  47% 
11.563 
172.128 
47% 
8.793 
50% 
. Jd  i 
! 
I  ,. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I I 
! 
.I  .  I 
I 
... ·  '; 
. .  ... ~~  ..  . 
:·~ 
'. 
' 
.•  . 
:·. 
., 
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------------·--~----------------------··-------··------~----------r-·------------
Project reference  j  ,Total cost I  EEC  gra.:1.t  in 
1
[ 
nu~  ·~--___:ief  ~escciption  ----·~----~-~-·  n_E_Cl_J  ~~~-~~~al~o~t  of 
O.'IG/BG/4/81/F  1  Organization of agricultural pro- 17.208  8.604 
CE:N7RE  I0.'1'ER- duction and marketing in the  50% 
NATIONFL  DE  DEVE- Independencia.region. 
LOPPE~lENT  ET 
DE  RECHERCHE 
(C.I.D.R.) 
ONG/BG/22/Bl/D 
DEUTSCHE  1-i"ELT-
Hl.JNGER.HILFE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
Eqti.ippin:J of a  cottage industry centre 
for wome,..  at:  1.::1  Angel,  Carchi 
province. 
'l'OTAL  : 
6.248 
EL  SALVAroR 
ONG/BG/19/81/B 
OXFA-.'1 
-,----·- =1=-----= -· 
Training of approximately fJ.fty 
health assi.c;·:  mts. 
'1'01'AL  : 
I 
I 
9.130 
3.124 
50% 
192.649 
4.565 
50% 
4.565 
====·==========~=-·==·-====~--=-=-============~·===-·=·====~~==·====-===9========-====~ 
ETHIOPIA 
ONG/23/81/NL 
ICCO 
ONG/66/81/UK 
THE  S.'\VE  THE 
CHILDREN  FUND 
(S.C.::'.) 
ONG/145/81./UK 
POPULATION 
CONCERN 
FIJI 
ONG/BG/lL./81/U'.t< 
THE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREN  FlJND 
(S.C.F.) 
Building 'iild  equipping  a  centre for 
the t.ra.i.ning  and rehabilitation of  I lepers in .Addis  Ababa. 
I 
I 
! 
P.  ·ruisition of vehicles for  SCP. 
or-erations. 
Family pJ.anning association in 
l'ddis Ababa. 
- printinJ of family planning ir..forma-
tion leaflets 
- training in ;birth control techniques 
fo~ nurses and health workers  · 
from all over the country. 
'IOI'AL  : 
Preventive medicine to combat pa·-asites. 
'IOI'AL  : 
224o533 
I  ' ..  ' 
I 
I 
9o476 
75.950 
6.922 
101.049 
45% 
4.  738 
SO% 
37.975 
50% 
143.762 
3.461 
SO% 
3.461 
=-==·==~~-==============-======================b=-=======~==========~ 
,,  (
- .. .  ..  -~-~ .... 
l .·'· 
~  .. , 
' 
Project reference 
nurroer 
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Brief-deScription 
.. 
I  Total cost 
in ECU 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and % of 
total cost 
r  ·--
..  ~ l 
I 
l 
GABON 
ONG/41/81/D 
DEUTSCHER  HIL?S-
VEREIN  Ft"R.DAS 
ALBERT  SCh~~ITZER-
Buildirg of housing for the staff of 
the Albert Schweitzer  hospital at 
Lambarene. 
177.044  sa:'  ·~~~\  I .i 
SPITAL  IN 
LANBARDlE  J
TOTAL 
=====- === 
Gl\,"!BIA  ---
ONG/BG/6/81/NL 
NOVIB 
ONG/2G/22/81/D 
DEUTSCHE  KELT-
HUNGEPJULFE 
(D.I'i.H.H.) 
Erection of siJ.os in five villages 
in tl1e division of  !V'aac  Carthy isla..'ld. 
V~ntenance and repairwork on the 
storage facilities for seeds in 
various regions. 
88.522 
=p,====~====f=========== 
8.504  4.252 
50"). 
10.414 
50% 
~=AL=·=:=============~===l=l· 
GRENADA 
ONG/E'G/5/Bl/L'K 
OXFA'1 
lj.207 
9.459 
Acquisition pf equipment for an  22.603  11.304 
50% 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I agricultural trainirg programme in 
Whole  Island province. 
TOTAL  ----L  11.304  j . 
GUATEVIALA 
ONG/171/81/F' 
MQUVE}~ A.T.D. 
QUAAT-!-10..\IDE 
Community develop.nent based on the 
campaign against malnutrition and 
I 
on  the dissemination of krJ.owledge  in 
the rural hamlets  around San Facinto, 
Chiquimula df=partment.  . 
72.406  36.203 
SO% 
36.203  !TOTAL:  .  __  · --- ·!  =================9r-==================================9-·  --------==~======== 
.  GUINEE 
ONG/BG/16/81/F 
C.O~.ITE CATHOLIQli'E 
I COt-.:'TRE  LA  F  .'I.IM  ET 
POUR  LE  DEVELOP-
PEME.\i'T 
{C.C.F  .D.) 
Equipping of a  saw mill. 
I 
:TOTAL  I  . 
'50.274  11.563 
23% 
===~--c-~-==--==L-=l=r.=s=63====· 
! 
!·· 
! 
I 
!· '  : .. , 
j 
! 
l 
l 
Project reference 
number 
GUINEE--BISS.l\U 
ONG/l/81/IT 
AMICI  DI  R. 
FOLLEREAU 
ONG/BG/19/81/B 
OXFAM 
GUINEE 
EQUA'IORIALE 
ONG/BG/16/81/F 
CO~!ITE CATHOLIQUE 
CONTRE  LA  FAIN 
ET  POUR  LE  DEVE-
LOPPEMENT 
(C.C.F .D.) 
HAITI  --
ONG/22/81/B 
S.O.S./P.G. 
ONG/85/81/B  . 
COMIDE 
ON.G/114/81/F 
INTER  AIDE 
ONG/BG/6/81/NL 
NOVIB 
ONG/BG/9/81/F 
CU·!ADE 
26 
' 
Brief description 
Control  and treatment of leprosy, 
health education throughout the 
country. 
Acquisition of rolling stock. 
Support for agriculture. 
..  .  -·· .. 
TOI'AL  : 
Acquisition. of equipment for a  group 
of fishermen  at Rio  Muni • 
'IOTAL  : 
i 
Setting up of training infrastructure 
at Bois-de-Laurence, district of 
Vallieres,  l'!'ord  department. 
Sinking of wells and provision of 
drinkirq water on  t~e Cayes  plain, 
Sud  province. 
Health and nutrition programme in 
the Ennery region. 
Support for a  centre for the promotion 
of integrated development. 
Acquisition of a  vehicle for a  rural 
dispensary ·at Vallieres ,  Nord department 
' 
./ 
.  C'.$ / 
. 
Total cost 
in ECU 
134.535 
19.094 
12.206 
33.745 
189.191 
65.910 
191.028 
9.212 
i  11.773 
' 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
30.943 
23<'~ 
9.547 
SO% 
6.103 
50"~ 
46.593 
9. 786 
29% 
9.  786 
124 •  .866 
66% 
32.955 
50% 
137.540 
72% 
4.606 
50% 
8.830 
75% 
l• 
I 
I 
r 
l 
l 
l 
f 
I 
j 
i 
' d 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
i 
' 
f 
I 
I 
I~ 
I  ~ 
I 
(Project. reference 
I I  number 
I  ONG/EG/10/Bl;'F 
I .I\SSOCIATIO:!  FR.'\.'.J-
!  CAISi:~ DES  VOLDN-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'1'.'-\.IRES  DU 
PRO::  RES 
(A.F.V.P.) 
! 
l 
- 27-
Brief clescription 
Building a"Xl  ecrllipping of an 
extensio:< services centre for women; 
sid;ing of tl>ree wells  ar.d.  supply of 
necessary equipment; 
pl.3.nting of see::llir.gs; 
D:>smond  region. 
I 
.Hanufacture of looms  and acquisition  " 
! of se.vir.q  machines  for  a  weaving  centre 
.  at Bassin-Zim. 
\ 
Irrigation of agricultural land in 
the  Sau:cces-C:r'\audes  regio.n. 
I  Equipping of three rooms  for pro-
'IDTAL  ; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'lbtal cost 
in ECll 
23.497 
20.255 . 
16.855 
i2.838 
J 
vidir:.g y<?u;-.g  women,  \vi th  sew  in.'] 
~n.structJ.on,  a.t St. Raphael. 
======~r- =r· 
I  W:\UT'E- VOLT.~ 
OJ:-.;G/24/81/~!L 
ICCO 
ONG/49/81/? 
AGRICULTEu'RS 
FRA\iCAI S  ZT 
DE.V2L.OPPEi·~'T 
It-.:"'I'ERNATIONAL 
(A.F.D.I.) 
I 
ONG/96;'81/'F 
I 
S.O.S.-SAitEL 
It,iTER'\ATION.;L-
i 
I 
I 
r 
I 
FRA.\iCE 
ONG/97;'81/F 
S .O.S.-SP.HEL 
INT2RA.'iAT ION .  .'\L-
FRN-:CE 
0);"G/EG/l/8.l/IT 
~!OVII'·SNTO SVI-
LUPFO  E  Pll.CE 
(:.!.S.P.) 
1 
I I  Setting up of an irriga't:!.on system at 
viEX'Jbilla,  Koubri  canton. 
I 
Support for groups of yotmg  fa...-mers · 
in the vi.llages  of the Centre  region~ 
I  I<'Ztallation of a  solar pump  for  a 
1 pilot ki  t.chen garden at GJurcy,  I  Nord department. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!nstc.llaticn of 60  village pumps  at 
Yatenga,  Nord depar-ternent, 
Ouahigouya prefecture. 
Equ:i:;:•pi:-q  c:: stock-farming .:m.:l. 
horticultural sections of a.z'l  agricultura1 
college at Koudougou,  Centre-Ouest 
de  par  t.11en t . 
Equipping of the veterinary department 
of an agricultural college at 
Koudougou,  Centre-O"...<es t  department. 
290.721 
I  100.174 
45.850 
99.142 
4.427 
I  EEC  grant in 
ECU  a.'1d  % of 
total cost 
7.519 
32% 
4.456 
22% 
6.405 
38% 
9.469 
13",£ 
336.646 
98.845 
34% 
50.087 
50"/n 
22.925 
SO% 
49.571 
50% 
3.320 
75% 
9.444 
7
~o/ 
::l/0 
_j 
l 
I 
' 
i 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~  . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I\ 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
1 
l 
I 
I '  ,. 
l 
' 
.,.  ,.  ,. 
.. 
;; 
l 
~  ,. 
!. 
Project reference 
number 
ONG/BG/2/81/B 
FO.'\TDS  POu'R  LA 
COOPERATION  AU 
DEVELOPPE:·lENT 
(F .C.D.) 
ONG/BG/4/81/F 
CENTRE  It\JTER-
NATIONJIL  DE  DEVE-
LOPPE.t--!E~"T ET  DE 
RECHERCHE 
(C.I.D.R.) 
ONG/'oG/7 /81/IT 
1
!'-!0VD:E:'l"'IO  SVI-
LUPPO  E  PACE 
(H.S .P.) 
I 
ONG/oG/8/81/IT 
HANI  TESE 
ONG/BG/10/81/F 
ASSOCIATION 
FRA.~CAISE DES 
VOLONTAIRES  DU 
PRCGRES 
(A.F.V.P.) 
ONG/BG/22/t\1/D 
DEurSCHE  vTELT-
HUNGERHILFE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
ONG/BG/24/81/t--I'L 
ICCO 
- 28  -
Brief-description 
Execution of a  number  of mini-projects 
(deepening of wells,  works  to combat 
erosion,  reafforestation,  hygiene, 
r..rimary health care,  cereal  banks,  etc.) 
in the sub-prefecture of Yako. 
Setting up of a  livestock fattening 
centre. Orodara region. 
Village poultry-fanning for 
young  peopl~ at Songnaba. 
Building  a~  equipping of a  small 
rural maternity unit at Nazomanga. 
Acquisition of  ploughing~ equipment 
for  t~e canton of Niou. 
Building of a  reservoir at 
Dinguela. 
Execution of five  mini-dams  in 
the Titao region. 
Laying out developed sites 
in Dinguela-Titao region. 
Building of an agricultural 
training centre at Batie, 
province du Sud-Quest. 
Execution of mini-projects. 
TOTAL  : 
Total cost 
in ECU 
19.463 
17.925 
12.783 
..  12.783 
17.926 
54.671 
18.109 
86.440 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and  ~s of 
total.cost 
14.597 
75% 
8.604 
48% 
9.587 
75% 
9.587 
75% 
8.963 
SO% 
9.414 
8.069 
4.932 
8.330 
46% 
51.865 
60% 
368.140 
41% 
l 
I =====l======l===r:===l==1==  I  HONDURAS 
I  ;NG/BG/16/81/F  Setting up of a  printing press for  a  .  24.259  10.674 
COi<iiTE  U\'I'!-!OLI- people's infonnation centre.  44% 
QUE  CONTRE  LA 
FAIM  ET  POliR  LE  ~ 
DEVELOPPE:-:ENT 
(C.C.F .D.) 
__  _  TOTAL  :  .  •==1=0=.6=7=4==:=! 
r 
I 
. i ( 
I 
I 
. f 
! 
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re'ference 
Brief description  I
'  P_ro?e::t 
I num>:x:::· 
;-: -----------------r-------
j  INDJ:i\ 
~---
i  o~:G/60/81/u:< 
!
I  THE  .lXS'TITUTE 
OF  CF::..  'l'U~"J.., 
F0'FAIRS 
j  (I  .C.i>.) 
I  1 ONG/66/81/Ui< 
I
I~~~~~~~ 
(S.C.?.} 
·~·  ONG/lJ0/81/D 
GEN:EI~,~SCriA1::'T  ZIJR 
FORDSRLii·iG  SOZI."J..,-
t·fED IZ  n.;J  SGii::R 
I 
o:.;G/131/81/D 
KtJBE:J>S'ri?TtJi.JG 
ONG/EG/ 4/31/F 
G:N'I"'K..S  It~~I'ER- I 
I 
l 
f 
I 
! 
NA'I'IONAL  Di':  DEVE-
LO?PE:•lEN"T  ET DE 
RECHERCHE 
(C.I.D.R.) 
OCIG/f.l.G/5/81/UK 
OXFAM 
SociaL  ar.d  economic development of a 
number of villages in the Panvel  area, 
Col<:1ba  district, in the Khandala  area, 
Satara district,  and in the Wardha 
area,  Wardha district,  state of 
Ha.'larashtra. 
Acquisition of vehicles for  SCF 
operations. 
Buildirg of an ophtalmology department 
and a  unit for  the  treatr.'lent of 
tuberculosis for  a  hospital at 
Dharamsala. 
Integrated rural development of the 
Sil\.;ani reg  ton,  state of Himachal 
Pradesh. 
j  Setting up cf a  community health care 
l  system  - estc:.bl·ishment of a  health 
j  Ul'1i t  run by  the villagers,  Karx:li 
1  region. 
I 
i 
I 
Dissemination of agricultural production 
and stock-farming techniques  :  fodder, 
market-gardening,  stora]e; 
Kandi region. 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
Acquisition of a  vehicle  and setting 
up cf a  dairy for an institute for the 
blind :Ln  Ba..rqalore  and  the surrounding 
district. 
Acqc1isi  tion of a  tractor for the 
villa~es in west Banaskanta. 
Settirq up of a  vocational training 
centre for youJ'li)'  1-iOii.eri  at Neriamangalam . 
!
i  Builr'l..ing of houses in the villages of 
Nashkali,  Sa.-:1udrala,  Gudur,  .1-".a..llakapalli,l 
/Waran,al district.  I 
I 
/ 
.A 
Total cost 
in ECU 
515.116 
12.062 
122.510 
768.750 
17.727 
19.209 
18.368 
8 •  .478 
6.751 
18.830 
I 
I 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
97.872 
19% 
6.031 
50"~ 
61.255 
50"~ 
307.500 
40% 
9.218 
52% 
9.184 
50% 
4.239 
50% 
3.308 
49% 
9.415 
50% 
f-
l 
I 
-'  ,  .I 
l 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'  I 
j 
j 
~ 
f  I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
'  '  i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I I 
; 
l 
I•  ,, 
II 
I, 
; 
i  ~ 
! '  ll 
! : 
r  ,. 
l 
·I 
I 
i 
:i 
I 
! 
l 
i 
I 
I 
I 
1 
:! 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
j 
:I 
J: 
!' 
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I Project reference 
I  nuffioer 
Brie:f'·description 
Total cost 
in ECU 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and % of 
total cost 
( 
i 
Hi 
i------------~----~--------------------------------------+-----------~----------~ 
ONG/BG/12/81/UK 
T!-IE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREN  FUND 
(S.C.F.) 
INJX)'t'.'ESIA 
ONG/46/81/B 
FLORESVRIENDEN 
ONG/146/81/li"K 
POPuLATION 
COt'lCERl'l 
ONG/BG/6/81/t-.'L 
NOVIB 
ONG,lBG/21/81/B 
COOPIBO 
KEN"YA 
ONG/28/81/NL 
ICCO 
ONG/5 9 /81/u"K 
THE  SA"v"E  TI-S 
C:-{I.::...DREJ.'J  Fut\'D 
(S.C.F.) 
Ot~G/63/81/IRL 
GORTA 
I
I Equippin;r of the dispensary at 
Dharamsala. 
Introduction of poultry- and bee-
keeping in t.l-J.e  orissa region. 
Setting up of  ~orkshops for producing 
matting,  rope,  chalk and cereal 
grinders in the villages of the 
~tidnapore region, west Bengal. 
TOTAL  : 
2.128 
21.284 
12.058 
l 
==================~=====;·=======~ 
Setting up of a  factory for producing  871.067 
farming  implements at Surabaya,  . 
island of Java. 
Family  pl~•ing association  : 
- information campaign  aimed at young 
people in the provinces of West Java, 
Yogyakarta,  South  Sulawesi and Bali. 
Printirq of brochures  for agricultural 
tr  ainirq,  Djakarta. 
Support for  a  fishing cooperative, 
Surabaya. 
Execution of two mini-projects. 
TOTAL  : 
EAtension  and equipping of a 
production unit at Pumwani • 
Extension and equipping of a  technical 
college in Nairobi. 
Irrigation of the Nakwamoru  region, 
Kaputir division,  Turkana district. 
46.514 
14.940 
9.156 
27.940 
232.280 
321.192 
123.256 
1.064 
50".-b 
10.642 
SO% 
''6.029 
50".-b 
534.975 
156.792 
18% 
23.257 
50% 
7.470 
50";& 
4.578 
50".-b 
13.132 
47'.-b 
205.229 
102.203 
44% 
160.596 
SO% 
64.093 
52% 
..  \ 
. 
! 
I 
. i 
I 
i 
·I 
I Project reference 
number 
ONG/66/81/UK 
THE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREN  FUND 
(S.C.F.) 
Brief description 
Acquisition of vehicles  for  SCF 
orerations 
ONG/68/81/UK  ,  Buildin;J and  equipping of a  commUnity · 
CHURCH  HISS ION- and youth centre at Kajiado • 
.•. J'!-·Y.  SOC I ED'. _  .-: _::.::;:::-..,  ·~. -:-_  __:_ _  _ . 
~-~~  --~~~~~;;;~~:  --~---~ ~velopnent of hwnan resources and 
THE  INSTITUTE  social and  economic  develo~~ent  in 
OF  CULTURAL  the villages in the Hachakos district. 
AFFAIRS 
(I.C.A.) 
ONG/107/81/F 
OEUVRES  HOSPITA-
LIERES  FRAN-
CAISES  DE 
L'ORDRE  DE 
MALTE 
ONG/150/81/L'K 
POPULATION 
CONCERN 
Acquisition of a  mobile clinic for 
the Turkana district. 
Family planning association  : 
- information campaign in the Kisii  I 
:·<andi.,  Neru  and Kericho districts; 
· - acquisition of equipment for 
instructing young people. 
Total cost· 
in ECU 
.-
8.616 
120.260 
216.368 
177.232 
57.826 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
4.308 
50% 
69.751 
58% 
80.056 
37% 
. 88.616 
SO% 
28.913 
SO% 
:~-.....::._._---,·~  ... ;:-·-:-·:.·=--=======+=====================l=======:!=======i 
Ta!'AL  :  598.536 
~ 
ONG/50/81/F 
COMITE  CATHOLI-
QUE  CONTRE  LA 
FAIM  ET  POUR 
LE  DEVELOPPE-
.MENT 
(C.C.F .D.) 
ONG/BG/12/81/F 
THE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREN  FuND 
(S.C.F.) 
ONG/BG/16/81/F 
COHITE  CATnOLI-
QUE  CO!'I'TRE  L.'\ 
FAIM  ET  POUR  LE 
DEVELOPPENEf.T 
(C.C.F .D.) 
fC:-
Building of. a  water tower at Ban . 
Nabong  I  Tasseng Dcing  Bang 
1  Moon 
Saythani  I  pr-ovince of Vientia.."le. 
Acquisition of a  car for an  orphanage 
in Vientiane'. 
Acquisition of equipnent  and spare 
parts for an agricultural engineer.j.ng 
college at Don-Dok,  province of 
· Vientiane. 
I 
/Ta!'AL: 
l  ----·--··-------·~----··--·--·. 
43.462 
10.382 
21.731 
50% 
5.191 
50% 
44.473  11.563 
26% 
38.485 
= 
-~ 
i 
i 
I 
I 
1 
f 
l 
I 
I 
I 
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Project reference 
number  Brief description 
LIBAN 
ONG/34/81/F  Building and e;uipping of a 
SOCIETE  DE  vocational training centre at 
SAINT-VINCEl-<"T  DE  Dahr-e.s-Sawan. 
PAUL-LOUISE  DE 
MARILLAC 
ONG/BG/5/81/UK  Equipping of an institute for training 
OXFAM  teachers of people with impaired 
hearing and speech - Beirut. 
ONG/BG/9/81/F  Acquisition of equipment for the Tall-
CI~.f.i\DE  Abbas  community development programme 
ONS/BG/16/81/F  Acquisition of equipment for a 
Co.'UTE  CATHOLIQUE  vocational training programme at 
COI.\ITRE  LA  FA!}'!  ET  Salhieh Salda.  .. 
POUR  LE  DEVELOP-
PEM::.'l' 
(C.C.F .D.) 
TOTAL  : 
LIBERIA 
ONG/165/81/UK  Promotion of charcoal prcx:luction  a.s  a 
INI'ERMEDIATE  so~ce of ene17gy  in the Upper Nimba. 
TECHNOLOGY  DE- regJ.on. 
VELOPNEt-.'T  GROUP 
(I.T.D.G.) 
TOTAL. : 
MADAGASCAR 
ONG/30/81/NL  Setting up pigs  and  poultry breeding 
NOVIB  centre at Antananarivo-AvaraQ.rano, 
Firaisampokontany de Talata-Volonondry. 
ONG/BG/7/81/IT  Construction and equipping of two 
MOVI!viENI'O  SVI- mother  and baby centres  and  equipping 
LUPPO  E PACE  of a  training section at I1anivato. 
(M.S.P.) 
Drinking water supplies for Isorana-
r'ianarantsoa  ·• 
i 
.. 
I 
Total cost 
in EOJ 
: 
1.298.418 
7.064 
8.410 
48.179 
''. 
;  I 
' 
302.364 
429.844 
17.260 
7.672 
EEC  grant in 
EOJ  and.  %of 
total cost 
285.652 
22% 
3.532 
50"~ 
4.205 
50"~. 
11.563 
24% 
304.952 
151.182 
50% 
151.182 
184.833 
43% 
8.630 
SO% 
3.836 
SO% 
I 
!  i. 
I 
I 
'  I 
\ 
~  .. .  •· 
.j 
•·'· 
·' 
... 
-. 
~~~ 
'l. 
·I 
:1 
I 
'  : 
·! 
..  ... 
:  ~ 
" 
Project reference 
number 
- 33-
... 
Brief description 
· Total· cost 
in ECJ 
EEC ·grant in 
ECU  and %of 
total cost 
b-------------~-+-------------------------------------r----------+----~------~ 
Construction· of a  sewing workshop 
for yo\mg girls in Itaosy,  suburb 
of Tananarive. 
'JXYI'AL  : 
13.422  6.  711 
SO"fo, 
204.010 
================*-======·=====================~===========F=-~~=======4•===-=-==========i 
HALI 
ONG/27/81/NL 
ICCO 
ONG/33/81/F 
SECX>lJRS  CAT'rlO  - . 
LIQUE 
ONG/35/81/F 
CD.'TRE  INl'ER-
NATIONAL  DE  DE-
VELOPPEH2t"'"T  ET 
DE  RECHERCHE 
(C .I  .D.R.) 
ONG/47/81/F 
EAU  VIVE 
CNG/48/81/F 
ORGA'\JIS."\TION 
FRANCAISE  POUR 
LA  PREVEl\.'TION 
DE  IA CECITE 
(O.F  .P .C.) 
ONG/80/81/F 
S.O.S.-SAHEL 
INTERNATION.Z\L-
FRANCE 
ONG/169/81/F 
COHITE  NATIONAL 
FRANCAIS  DE 
LIAISON  POlJR  LA 
READAPTATION 
DES  HAl\'DIC"'iPES  I  (c.N.F.L.R.H.) 
, ONG/BG/5/81/UK 
OXFAJ.\1 
Programme  for drilling wells in the 
Banka.ss circle  . 
·t  .• 
Construct.ion and equipment of a 
social school centre at :bpti. 
Rural.development,same, 
district Kayes. 
Installation of a  solar pump  on the 
Bani river for  a  market~ardening 
area at t-.'Woro,  San. 
Operation  "Yeleen". ·  • 
Medical  and health assistance 
specializing in ophtalmology, 
treatment,  prevention,  education  and 
training of the PJpuJ.ation in several 
parts of the country.  · 
Acquisition of solar pumps  for the 
irrigation of dah cul  ti  va·tion  j_n  the 
San,  Tene  and Yangasso regions • 
construction and  equipment of a 
vocational  training centre in 
or~~opedics for the physically 
han:licapped in Bamako. 
Promotion of market-gardening in 
the Se;;pu  area. 
323.873 
387.94.2 
55.320 
42.5  78 
: •910 .495 
390.891 
117.925 
9.890 
97.162 
30"fo, 
..  '193.:971 
50"j., 
.. 
27.660 
50% 
. 21.289 
50% 
191.204 
21% 
293.168 
75% 
56.604 
48% 
4.945 
. 50'"fi. 
I 
I 
; 
I 
! 
~ 
i 
l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
l 
I 
I 
l 
' 
i 
l 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
( 
'  I 
I 
l 
I 
i 
! .  '  .... 
Project reference 
:1umber 
ONG/BG/14/81/B 
ILES  DE  PAIX 
HARCC 
ONG/66/81/UK 
THE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREi.;  FUND 
(S.C.F.)  -
- :34-
Brief description 
Construction of a  Kindergarten in 
Tombouctou.  ' 
Drinking water supplies for the 
vi1L1ge of Kabara. 
TOI'AL  : 
Acquisition of vehicles for  SCF 
operations. 
'roTAL  : 
Total' cost  EEC  grant in 
in ECU  ECU  and % of 
total cost 
17.026  8.513 
10.886 
10.338 
50",-b 
5.443 
50% 
899.959 
5.169 
===============*===============================*=========F=========== 
ILE  HAURICE/ 
NAURITIUS 
ONG/66/81/UK 
THE  Si\VE  THE 
CHILDREN  FUND 
(S.C.F.) 
ONG/BG/22/81/D 
DEUTSCHE  l'i'ELT-
HUNGERHIT..FE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
MEXICO 
ONG/BG/19/81/B 
OXFAH 
MOCAMBIQUE 
ONG/153/81/IT 
CENTRO  Il:\'TERNA-
ZIONALE  CROCEVIA 
Acquisition .of vehicles for  SCF 
operations 
Acquisition of equipment for a 
cooperative run by the handicapped at 
Quatre Barnes • 
'roTAL  : 
Support for the welfare  unit for 
Guatemalan refugees. 
'roTAL  : 
.. 
"  5.170 
16.662 
16.954 
Hydro:..agricultural development in  · 387.568 
Niassa province  :  irrigation by  means 
of darns  and canals; cultivation of 1arrl; 
planting fruit trees,  · nurseries and 
market-gardens • 
'l'Ol'AL  : 
2.585 
50% 
8.331 
50% 
10.916 
8.477 
SO% 
8.477 
158.903 
41% 
158.903 
r 
31  . 
\ 
I  . : 
I 
I 
. I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
! - :ss  -"!o. 
,---- ---------------.  --------...-; 
i.~  Pr:ojcct ::e:!:erence  r TOl:al  co.st  !t:EC  gra..""lt  in  I 
Brief descri:pt.ion  in ECU  ~EC'U  and.  ;~ of  1 
/ nun'l;-e..t·  .  · 1  !ttoto.l cost  I 
1-----------~---·-·---·---·-----------ll  -------- -~,---··----11,  I  .~:X:Lr_:I_DTA_  I 
!  o:•K!/l;;i-<:,/8l/G)-:  l  Po:'..:-.t.i:-:..;J- <'.:n  d:Lst:.:ibutio:n of  67.124  50.343 
f  C:J.TI·;JLJ.C  ::;::;s·~-.r-...  ! ecl;_:ca::ion&l  pa-.1~hlet.s  for Namibian  i  75;b  l  1 
'.l\  .  ./TE:  POR  T>  ... J~EH- I  rcfLY;ees  in sevc1-a1  coi.lr~.t.ries  in  t  I  ! 
~T::c~~~'~·,  ;~.:::L".TIOi".S  soutl1en1  Af;~ica.  I  I 
1
1 
,  .J. ..... ,";  1  1 
f  I 
g~:;;l";:;2;::~~'!J  I  ;;~~~~~ion of a  Ki-rgarten at  12.496  I .  6.~~~  1
11 
El.J:-JC'.::::t-<.1-iiLFS  I  1  I 
·:(~~~~-·::  __  -:
1
_~:=~~~=~J  'WrAL'  ~=~~"~=~~~J--~  56~:~~~-,...-J 
L  ·  I  !  ·  · ! 
Fi.:C·:D 
{S.C.F  ..  ) 
O>iS/lSl/81/r~ 
NATIO~AL DE 
DEVZ.".LL?.P::.:::·::t.:~"'I' 
2T  DE  RZCh~RC~-:E 
(C.I.D.R.) 
NIC.:;,RJI.GU.; 
ONG/9/81/IT 
CO.\liT.ll.TO  DI 
COORDINP,;.z::--."TT 
DEL:..E  ORGA.'-'IZZA-
ZIONI  PER. IL 
SERVIZIO 
VOLQ\lTA..'~IO 
(C.O.S.V.) 
ONG/13/Bl/B 
?O:-;~s POL'R  LA 
CC.OPER.;:>,TIQ~ AU 
DEVELOPP E.\:E'->'T 
(F .C.D.) 
.  '!  •  1 
j  r.:c;:u.i?pin..:; .  :~  maternity  r.>.nd  paediatric  !  44.058  j
1 
33.  ~~--s"Q,:  I·, 
1
1 
cJ.J.rnc  ~.;;-d.  st<lff  trai!!i.nr.;.  at Chc\Utara,  t  ~ 
J  Sin'"'"?'-'chok district.  •
1 
l  ~ 
I  :rmnr:·ovement  in  t.~'le  picking of wild  66  'i 08  i  3'=~  QS;i  1
1 
l
i  p.lant.s  '=!Y'..-.3.  introduction of pyrethrUl'il  anc1  !  ·- j'  ~·sO%  I 
belladonna cul ti  va  tio:~  j_n  the Kar  iboth 
I  I 
Pc:tnchayat,  Garkha. district.  I 
J
!  .I  I 
TG1.'AL 
Progra.Ti!:le  o.f health measures  in Rio · 
1  i3lar:co,  1'-'.a·~galpa provirtce· :  ·estaolis.:. 
I 
rner;t  ani ~.upping of healt.'l ce."ltres 
and trainir.g of para.1ledical staff. 
·-"===-- 1- 6~-~~5  ! 
I 
1.513.361  272.405 
18% 
I 
.J 
c~ 
Basic ar-.d  transport 
the local comrni ttees 
of~a. 
infrastructure for 
in the departement · 
151.254  . 75.627 
50%  j 
/  c..»' . 
!  ~  . 
! . 
;  : 
·I 
:I 
!! 
i  l 
r 
I 
I 
J  .I 
I 
1 
l 
; 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
'  ! 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
I 
' 
! 
\ 
I 
i 
! 
r 
j 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
t 
! ! ?roject reference  I  nur.ber 
I!  O"G/55/81/B 
,  OX?A.'-1 
! 
I 
I o~ ·r:;•r' I"  1 /l''  \  .\\.J  0.,, u~  ·"-
..  f  OXF~l"  .  ''f  ~~Gl~·:-~  ~~~~~  ..... 
l  F~~'SS DES 
j  Eo:-~·:ES 
.,.O;.JG/71/Sl/B 
,  S.O.S.  FAI~! 
i 
O;.JG/155/81/'ul< 
OX?A.'1 
OXG/c-G/3/8l/IRL 
o:,:G/T:iG/: 9/81/3 
0~·~:;/7~C/2  0  ./~,  ~: /3 
~:- :.-.,:  ,~-;.s  ~;CL~  ;_,_; 
~::::-...:::~l)Pi?G~'·~~"? 
(?  .. C.D.) 
! 
'  : 
:.;.::-_;.;··;.:::;:.:.;,;;.:.:::::::::.:.:.:~:._·:..-==-.:.:;;:=.::-1:-
! 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- 36  -
~ief description 
Sctti~g up a  pol~rvalent medical  tea~ 
at Diria,  Dirio~D;  El  Sitio,  El  Paso 
c:nd  Malacatoya,  depart..1\ent of Grenada 
ar.d at O.ina:r:dega,  departement of 
China.r.:le:; a. · 
Acquisition of vehicles for the 
int<.:.grated developnent of the region 
o.f  Zef.<iYa  .• 
Developr.ent: of market-
craft 
depart:r.er.t of  · China.;dega. · 
!rr:proverr.ent of fa..'"'Irrworkers'  diet 
by  t~e introduction o= rabbit 
.. 
b.::-ee--'i.ing  in'  ~ln.nagua,  Estelli,  Jinotega, 
Hataga~p2.,  cnonta.les  and  ~ueva Segovia. 
P2.rticipat.ion in t..'1e  natiom-Jide  oli.:. 
ter·acy campaign in tr,e departement of 
fuaco. 
Setting up of a  cooperative for  the 
maGu.facture o'f clothing r.ear 
Bl\.lcfi.elds,  Atlantic coast. 
in t.he 
?.c.:.;~.:.is i Lon .  OJ:  educat:i.or.al  zt.nd.  re.::rea-
·c..1.o~la].  E'-;:uJ~r:,me:lt  dr.d  co.sts  of teaching 
e;.~tc:-J..sj.on  v.~orkt  Mat.c~qalpa. 
Construction  .:;.nd  equipment of a  youth 
ce:-1 c..-e,  fl~  tag  al  pa 
Total cost  ·EEC  grar1t in 
¢  in ECU  ECU  ar:d  % of 
total cost 
183.603 
146.954 
::-..  ·.·. 
69.824 
196.260 
62.425 
34% 
73.477 
50% 
·;.. 
34.912 
50% 
58.878 
3~~ 
!  146.248 
I 
73.124 
50% 
I 
I  1L590 
I 
l 
7.172 
7.172 
I  : 
I 
! 
5.795 
so·;<, 
3.586 
3.586 
so;s 
4.782 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
\ 
i 
l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
i  I  19.418  9~708 
!  50c/  J 
l  ~=;8.;~ . 
\  .  . 
:===o,···T·,==--=--=-==- !"-=====-
I  I 
Setting up of a  co.:"..sume=  cooperative 
in Niamey. 
L\:?velot::rr,ent  and  il'i\J:Z"Overr.ent  o£ mc:.rket-
gordenir.g  ~;d  fruit~;rowing in ~ie 
departema.•t of  ~,1aradi..  · 
1  164.824  1 
~~  I. 
369.730 
!  I 
l  I 
l  \ 
I  ! 
I  I 
117.025 
147.892 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
nunber  Brief description 
Total cost 
in ECU 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and % of 
total cost  l 
,.------------------------~r---------------------------------------------+-------------~------~----~  I  c  ... ,:G/EG/9/Sl;'F  ~· 1 
Col.lectin;:r.  repairing a'1d  forwarding 
• en;;::;."'  of ophtalmolog.ical equipment 
! ""  ~  I  'ImFL 
f  ===~-:.:::-======,-r-=====~'-
FtJR.  SOZL\L~";S 
SIE:JLurJGS~·f.C:.'3:CN 
(D.c:.s.Y:.o.s.) 
'  I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
\ 
i 
I 
Con.stJ.iJ.:~tion 'of hou.sing units at 
Sangla Hi.ll,  Sheikhupu:ca clistrict. 
11.773 
J 
30.054 
8.830 
75%  I 
273.747  1 
··=====I 
I 
15.027 
50% 
I  '1'01'!\L  :  I  15 .027 
==~====~~  .. ====-=====t-===,=======-=--,===!=1  ===r====i 
P  .;puA  !\--s\·:  <:;ui~;·::.i\  l  I  ---------·---- I  I 
o~~G/BS/1.::/Bl/~-'(  I  Acquisi  tio:1 of e  ... .-iuipnent for  t."'le  SCF  1 
'I:>·IT:~  SA\iE  'i'~::r.:; 
1 
health prog-:amne.  1· 
3.460  l.  730 
50% 
CHILJJI-\EN  Fi:J'l\;:)  I 
;  (S.C.F.)  I  TCTAL  L  1.730 
~~  ;,~.~Gc~/.;J.::3:~ 1 '/: o  1/""I~:.  ~1~=-='- ·-==--=--==-==----==--= 
'-"'  o_  !'-"'  I:::provemer~t  -::>f  stock-farming in :the  53.252  17.573 
j
',;  GOI-\TA  I region of Itapua,  Capitan Neza  33% 
j district. 
I  I  'ID'l'J.l,  :  17.573  .  I 
j·  "-'"""====""-===--:==--=--="·"'~~·====···"'===~===--=='"-==="'-'===-==== 
(  !I  I  I PEH.U  l 
! C•."'G/'i.7/E}i::·  I Diseribuhxi o£ drini<ing  water by the  l  339.996 
i  DEC:'TSC~·~E  [·:i.-:L'I·~  I c:C:"!Stt_,_lction  o:f  1.vel.ls  and reservoirs at  I 
I  j  I 
:  F~_;J:-/GES'.HII..Ff:  I  I.Jc..se. Gal  VGZ f  v.~~lla Maria del TriU.l"'J.fO  I 
:  c: .  ~1. i·l.h. )  district,  pro  vi  nee of Lima. 
..  •::;.;~·/t':!./0  I  Setting up of ag.::-icul.tural  cooperatives  1136.836 · 
:.:.::~:  .....  1"~::>-:i:.'  h"GI.ti'-
1  at Valle de  los Incas,  rrambogrande  ~ 
Co;""l.5 ::ruction  ar.d  equippin;r of an  agri-
foGc:istuffs  tra].n:i.ng centre at 
U'icamarca,  :::..ima. 
I 
103.444 
169.998 
50",(; 
68.413 
50"~ 
44.481 
43% 
(' 
i 
i 
1 
l 
•  ! . f 
L 
) 
. ! 
l  \ 
I'  ,, 
:'  ''! 
! . 
!  : 
.  '· 
I  ?reject  reference 
)  nur:lber 
C'/:\G/108/81/F 
C01·1ITE  FR.!\:.'<CAIS 
POl;'R  LA C.i\:'1-
?AG~"E l':ONDI.:;[,E 
OJ~"TRE L.; FAIM 
0:-.JG/116/81/IT 
TERRA  ~·..UOV.Z\ 
I 
O>JG/154/81/UK 
OXFAN 
<X.JG/180/81/L 
B. 1UDDERLICH 
DELEN 
I 
Q~G/E~/3/81/IRL 
TROC.:URE 
0:;1G.BG.4 .8l.F 
CENTRE  I!\"TER."JA-
TIONAL  DE  DEVE-
LOPPE~!El'."T  ET 
DE  RECHERCEE 
(C.I.D.R.) 
CNG/BG/5/81/U":<: 
OXFA.V. 
CNG/BG/ll/81/l.J'K 
POPULATION 
OJNCERN 
I  ONG/oG/22/81/D 
I 
DEUTSCHE  w"ELT-
h'UNGERHILFE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
PHILIPPINES 
ONG/54/81/8 
OJMIDE 
- 38-
Brief description 
SUpport  progra~~e for rural development 
in the province of Chur.bivilcas; 
II 
training of fa.'!Tlers  and organization 
of product marketing. 
Multisector measures  in several areas 
in the re;rion of  1'-laranon,  departement 
of Loreto. 
Support for Catacaos  com~unity develop-
ment,  Piura. 
Construction of a  creche at Saint 
~lartin de Porres. 
1·  Heal  ~/support for the Indians in the 
I 
Apur:L11ac  valley. 
Improvement of agricultural production 
and family stock-farming for small-
scale farmers  in the region of  Caja,~arca. 
Support for  Indian communi ties by 
means  of an organization for coordina-
tion arrl tr.llning in Lima • 
Participation in a  health programme 
(tldining,vaccination programme, 
education,  staff costs)  for  the 
I 
region of La-nbaeque. 
Family plarning education for the 
I population of Chimbote • 
1  Construction'and equipping of a 
I  bakery in Lima. 
l 
I 
TOTAL  : 
i  Construction and equipping of a 
!  vocational  training centre for  "fringe"  I  youth in Cebu  City. 
Total cost 
in ECU 
731.121 
445.286 
712.308 
77.112 
9.270 
17.208 
15.542 
21.194 
27.242 
10.414 
874.909 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
285.137 
39~~ 
129.133 
29% 
27.780 
39% 
38.556 
50% 
4.635 
50"~ 
8.604 
5'0"~ 
7. 771 
50"~ 
10.597 
SO% 
7.083 
26~~ 
5.207 
50% 
807.400 
288.720 
33"~ 
j 
! . 
I .. , 
! 
l 
l 
.  ~ 
Project reference 
number 
- 39  -
Brief description  I 
To~al cos:t  I  EEC  gra.'1t in 
~n ECU  ECU  and % of 
total cost  I 
I  ·---------------------------------+--
15.;;;-t (  O."l'G/152/81/Ui\ 
POPULATION 
CCNCERl'J 
ONG/160/81/t-.'L 
NOVIB 
ONG/164/81/DK 
DA.~CHURCP.AID 
a:-JG/BG/6/81/NL 
NOVIB 
ONG/19/81/B 
S.O.S.  FAH1 
O."l'G/20/81/B 
S.O.S.  FAIH 
ONG/38/81/IT 
CELIH BE.RGN·iO 
CNG/40/81/F 
SEC OURS 
CATHOLIQtJE 
O."l'G/79/81/B 
COOPIBO 
_,·,-J;;ily  plannin:J association  : 
:family planning promotion  through 
- mothers'  cl.ubs  in Surigao City; 
- village agricultural cooperatives 
in five cornmunes  in the province of 
Tarlac; 
- acquisition of informative and 
educational material  concer~ing 
fa-ni.ly  plar>..ning. 
Construction of  a  centre for students 
of agriculture in SOuth-East i'!'J.anila. 
Cor~tr.uction and  equipment of a 
centre of appropriate technology in 
·rural developent at Cagayan de Oro, 
_province of Eastern Nisamis, 
island of Mindanao . 
Support for  feraale  employment by the 
acquisition of equipnent for te)ttile 
activities and instrJction in ways 
to combat malnutrition. 
=+  ~=rAL===:========== 
I 
Equipping and marketing of a  dress-
making  and carpet-weaving workshop 
at ~luhazi,  P,refecture of Kibungo. 
Developnent of pottery by setting up 
a  cooperative at Shyorongi,  Kanyinya 
sector. 
Equipping  a  health centre at Tare, 
prefecture of Kigali. 
Construction of a  centre for develop-
ment  and further  education at 
Murama,  prefecture of Gi tararna 
Construction of subsidized housing 
at Gaculiro,  prefecture of Kigali. 
I  Cevelopnent of the commune  of 1:--.yakizu. 
II  Prograrmne  includes agricultural, 
veterinary,  artisanal and social 
aspects  and  teacher training. 
30.564 
137.560 
242.530 
6.378 
18.893 
49.925 
143.438 
51.482 
445.543 
152.958 
50% 
.20.634 
15% 
121.265 
50% 
3.189· 
50",.(, 
449.090 
11.147 
59% 
25.462 
51% 
71.719 
50% 
25.741 
500,.(, 
102.475 
23% 
91.775 
60",.(, 
-; 
I· 
i 
1 
I "Project reference 
number 
0.\lG/110/81/B 
h'ITHUIS 
VOLONTARIAAT 
ONG/111/81/B 
OXFAN 
O.'<G/183/81/L 
BRIDDERLIQ-1 
DELEN 
ONG/BG/5/81/tJK 
OXFAH 
Q"lG/BG/7 /81/IT 
HJVI~"TO Sv'l-
LUPPO  E  PACE 
(M.S.P.) 
ONG/BG/13/81/B 
S.O.S.  FAIM 
- 40-
Brief description 
Construction and equipping of a 
health centre at Rwamiko 1  prefecture 
of Butare. 
Setting up technical training coopera-
tives for the young  unemployed at 
Kinteko  1  Kakarehe  1  Isumo  1  Vwnbi ,  Rwaza 
and Runga 1  prefecture of Butare. 
Construction and equipping of a 
maternity clinic at Rutsiro, 
prefecture of Kibuye. 
Acquisi·tion of a  vehicle to be used 
by a  preventive medecine  team in the 
poorest parts·of the prefecture of 
Gikongoro. 
Equipping of a  carpentry workshop 
at Musange  and Busoro. 
Construction of a  training centre for 
women  at Rwamiko,  Gikongoro . 
I 
Construction of a  water reservoir at -
.1-ruhazi 1  Kibungo. 
Reafforestation of 30  ha at Bwisige 1 
Byumba. 
Construction of four hives  and small 
premises  for  the extraction of honey 
at Rutare 1  Byumba. 
Reconstruction of the stable etc 
of the Stud centre at 
Satinsyi 1  Gisenyi. 
Total cost 
in ECU 
176.046 
24.100 
24.152 
8.478 
12.783 
6.625 
9.453 
10.195 
5.505 
4.931 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
88.023 
50% 
11.327 
47% 
18.114 
75% 
4.239 
SO".k 
9.587 
75% 
3.180 
48% 
3.403 
36% 
3.  772 
37% 
2.367 
43% 
2.071 
42% 
ONG/BG/22/81/D  Improvements  to health care by  24.992  l 
DEUTSCHE  l~T- providing hot water for six communes 
HUNGERHILFE  in the prefecture of Butare. 
12.496 
50% 
(D.W.H.H.)  1--------
'====================kTOT===l=~=T==:==============================~=====~====  486.8~~ I Pr  . 
~-- o_Ject reference  .  nwr.oer 
SENEG.l\L 
~i 
ONG/51/81/IT 
LAY  VOLlJ.NTEERS 
INTERNATIONAL 
CO~!NUNITY 
(L.V.I .A.) 
ONG/101/81/B 
FOt'l"DATION  DU 
RorF>RY  It-..'TER..~A-
TIONAL  BELGIQUE-
LUXEMBOl.i'RG 
I  CNG/115/81/IT 
I  C0~1UNITA'  PRO-
l  r-OZIOt-..'E  SVTI.UPPO  I. 
(C.P.S.)  I 
i  CNG/BG/6/81/~·iL 
I 
I  NOVTS 
I 
·I 
<NG/BG/9/81/F 
I 
CIH.ZillE 
l 
l  I  O.'JG/BG/1 0/81/F  I  J 
l  ASSOCIATION 
i  FRANCAISE  DES 
I  VOLCNTAIRES  DU 
PROGRES 
(A.F.V.P.) 
O."G/BG/25/81/F 
'  s.o.s. SAHEL 
'  INTERNATIONAL 
FRANCE 
- - -
SEYCHELLES 
O~G/98/81/F 
ASSOCI.i\TION 
FRAI.'JCATSE  DES 
VOLO.\'TAIRES 
DU  PROGRES 
'(  (A.F.V.P.) 
\; 
/  .. 
~  -
I 
I 
~ 
l 
J 
~ 
.l: 
.j 
J 
.~ 
*  ~ 
~ 
.  ! 
i 
l 
i 
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) 
.  _ __,.jidef aescription 
l 
Multisector developme.'"lt  of eleven 
,villages in ~~e Thies region; 
improvements to water supplies by 
installing windpumps .and  a  voltaic cell. 
Development  and reafforestation of. 
the Forage de  Namarel,  in the 
Ferlo region. 
Equipping of a  health and technical 
tr  ainin:;r centre at M' Bour. 
Support for farmers in the Thies region. 
Acquisition of four millet mills for 
the warehouses  at Podor. 
Training of health education instruc--
tors for the population of  · 
Tarnbacunda. 
Dredging of wells in the Sedhiou 
region. 
.. 
C~npaiqn aqainst desertification through 
the provision of  a  nursery at 'Ibuba 
'IOI'AL  : 
Provision of water supplies for Quatre 
:SOmes,  Takamaka district,  Pointe au 
Sel,  Anse  Royale district,  an:i for 
Val  d 'Ender,  Baie Lazare district, 
island of 
TOI'AL  : 
Total cost. 
in ECU 
423.140 
72.640 
137.954 
9.214 
10.092 
26.254 
16.556 
21.024 
-- -
·173.559 
EEC  grant in I 
ECU  and% of 
1 
total cost 
211.570 
50"~ 
36.320 
50% 
68.977 
SO% 
4.607 
SO% 
5.046 
SO% 
9.714 
37% 
7.947 
48"~ 
10.512 
SO% 
354.963 
35.044 
49% 
85.044 
' 
I 
I 
I 
1 
f 
l 
I 
I  r 
I 
I 
i . 
·I 
. J 
] 
J 
·I 
I•  ., 
~ 
i 
t· 
l 
J. 
( 
;-
.. 
., 
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Project reference 
number 
SOLOt-10.~ I SLA..I\JDS 
OL"JG/BG/6/81/NL 
NOVIB 
SOi'!ALIA 
O.~G/66/81/L'K 
THE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREN  FUND 
(S.C.F.) 
SOllrH  KORE.l\ 
0:-l'G/133/Sl;D 
DEUTSCHE  \~""ELT-
h'U!\GE.-=UiiLFE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
O.~G/BG/22/81/D 
DE!JrSC!iE  ~·:ELT-
HUNGERHILFE 
(D.N.H.H.) 
-
SRI  !Al';"KA 
ONG/61/81/UK 
OXFA.'-1 
CX\G/136/81/D 
DEUl'SC"rlE  WELT-
h'UNGERHILFE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
o:-:G/BG/5/81/liK 
OXFA!-1 
- 42-
Brief description 
Construction ·of a  training centre 
at Ngarinsuru. 
TOTAL  : 
Acquisition of verhic1es for  SCF 
operations • 
I 
TOTAL  : 
-
Setting up of a  food centre and 
stock-f~~ at Nokchon,  Kangok 
arrl  Sang--Ri,  provinces of Kiunggi-:Do 
and  Olungchong-Do. 
Acquisition of agricultural machinery 
- Gwandju region. 
- MUn  Yag region. 
- Eumseong region. 
'IOTAL  : 
.. 
Setting up of a  rural and technical 
training centre in the Batticaloa 
district. 
Const-ruction  and equipping of a  health 
ce:ltre in the Mahaweli region. 
Construction of stables,  acquisition 
of livestock and setting up of a  bio-
gas system in· the Murukan region. 
Total cost 
in ECU 
4.252 
. 
= 
40.492 
400.952 
: 
20.826 
20.826 
20.826 
-
149.344 
137.978 
5.652 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and~{, of 
total cost 
2.126 
50"..(. 
2.126 
2'0 .246 
50"..(. 
20.246 
200.476 
50'..(. 
10.413 
50"..(. 
10.413 
50% 
10.413 
50% 
231.715 
74.672 
50% 
68.989 
50% 
2.826 
50% 
IIC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Project reference 
nurriber 
ONG/BG/l2/8l/U1<  ~~ 
TfiE  S."A.. VE  THE 
ClUJ .DREN  Fl3ND 
(S.C.F.}  ___j 
=====---· 
ONG/5 7  /81/lJl:< 
VOLUI\i'TARY  SER-
VICE  OVERSEAS 
(V.S.O.) 
- 43  -
Brief description 
EquJpping of a technical  school at 
Kogalla. 
TOTAL 
Setting up a  mobile construction unit, 
province of Jonglei ... 
ONG/182/81/F"  Setting up of  nutrition  .  study centres 
ALI!-!El'\JTATION  ET  and dispensaries in the Jong1ey region. 
I  DE  L  I ENF A.\i'I' 
(A.D.E.) 
Total cost 
in ECU 
14.708 
L 
1.75. 751 
610.384 
~'  ;  . ' 
EEC. giant·· in 
ECU _and  % of 
.total_. cost 
_·. 7 ~354 
<-:\·.··5'0~·~  ...  ~- .· -~· 
·:·  :  !~'  . 
68.543 
30% 
189.219 
31% 
u~ 
'  f 
~ I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
f 
.2s1.  762  I 
I 
i  lrorAL 
======~=====~,================================~=~=-~1==~=-========f  ====I  , 
I I 
TANZ.i\NIA 
Q~G/8/81/IT 
COLLEGIO  UNIVER-
1 
SITARIO  ASPI'-
RAi'~"TI  E  HE:D I CI 
MISSIONARI 
(C.U.A.H.H.} 
ONG/81/81/U'L{ 
C01•2·1a-..":VEALTH 
TRADE  UNIQ'l 
COu"NCIL 
(C.T.U.C.) 
ONr. ':-Vl:ll./IRL 
i cuNCERN 
O!'-;G/122/81/IT 
I  CCNIT.'\TO  EL"ROPEO 
J ;:g~~!ONE 
j (C.E .F .A.) 
I  ONG/BG/3/81/IRL 
i  'I'ROCAIRE 
i 
Vaccination programme for childcen \l!lder 
five years old on the island of Pemba. 
Repairs to  a  vocational training centre 
at  ~ibeya. 
Acquisition of.water supply equipment for 
j Raz~adharu,  Njorni::e  district, region of  i 
I 
Innga.  I 
Construction and equipping of a  rural  1 
!  developnent centre at  ~1atemb-;.;e Kijiji,  1  I  NjorrJoe  district, re;ion of Iricqa.  ~~ 
! Equipping of a  vocational  training centre 
i for .,.,omen  in .the diocese of Kigoma. 
I 
I 
I 
67.894 
227.265 
59.287 
184.723 
7.880 
l 
I 
_·44.810 
66% 
·.·  .~ 
77.270 
34% 
44.465 
75% 
86.820 
47% 
3 ,< :. 
I Project reference / 
nur:lber  i 
I.  - 44- .. 
Brief description 
ONG/BG/13/81/Bj  I Support of a  cooperative 
S.O.S.  FAil\!  Tamaa. 
at Msikate 
ONG/BG/15/81/IRL 
CONCERN 
ONG/BG/17/81/B 
ENI'RAIDE  ET 
FRATEru'UTE 
TCP..AD 
ONG/BG/9/81/F 
CIMADE 
Construction of a  workshop for a 
carpentry cooperative at Temele 
t-lapendano. 
Acquisition of  equiprr~nt for a  shoe-
·makers'  cooperative at Manzese. 
Equipping of a  technical school at 
Bagamoyo. 
Implementation of micro-projects 
Construction of staff accomodation 
for  a  training centre in Shinyanga. 
Improvement  in milk production by 
constructing a  new  stable and acquiring 
livestock,  Rombo  district. 
Oons~~t~on of a  piggery and supply 
of piglets in the context of an 
agricultural training programme, 
Nzega district. 
Acquisition of ·r<M  materials for making 
soap,  Tabora rural district. 
Acquisition of  sewing-machin~~ and 
construction of a  shelter,  Tabora 
rural district. 
TOTAL  : 
TOTAL  :  · 
I  Fquipping of rural dispensaries a<  I  Mayo-Cehlir  and Guerra. 
=============  ==================~======== 
Total cost 
in ECU 
5.132 
7.541 
4.851 
6.242 
11.820 
11.956 
6.884 
8.332 
3.622 
5.434 
13.807 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and  ~~of 
total cost 
3.541  ~ 
69% 
3.f.i:ij 
49% 
3.541 
73% 
4.619 
74% 
5.910 
50% 
5.978 
SO",.{. 
3.442 
50",.{. 
4.166 
50% 
1.811 
50",.{. 
2.  717 
SO",.{. 
296.725 
i 
9.251  I 
67'/o  I 
! 
9.251  I 
-· 
I 
r • 
"1 
'  j 
~~ 
1 
I 
I 
Project reference 
nllr.'be.r 
VOLO.\'Ti\.'U MT 
O~G/158/81/D 
DEUI'SC~ ~~"ELT­
HUNGERHILFE 
(D.W.H.H.) 
ONG/162/81/L'K 
POPl.JLi\TION 
CONCER.t\l 
- 45-
Brief description 
Construction and equipping of a 
social centre for  r~ral, health and 
nutritional developrnent  in. the 
province of Srisaket. 
Rural  deve1opnent of the districts of 
Ban  Phai and Huang,  in the provinces 
of Kaen  and !-!aha  Sara.~arn. 
MEdical support ruld  instruction of 
I 
refugees in  fa~ily plann1ng in  ~~e 
camps in the provinces of Chantabud.; 
.  TOTAL: 
Total cost 
in ECU 
60.556 
340.307 
37.038 
~
Trat,  Loei,  Surin,  Prachinburi  and 
Ubon  Ratchathani. 
===-- -- ·-===============t=l==========F 
:"/00/6/81/NL  Acquisition of'  agricultural equip•ent  l 
NOVIB  for  45  villages in the Dapaong region. 
ONG/BG/16/81/F 
CXlMI'l'E  CATHO-
LIQUE  CON"'TRE 
LA  :F'AIH  ET  POlJR 
U: DEV"'ELOPPE-
MEt-.'T 
(C.C.F .D.) 
TOI'AL  : 
I  Acquisition of basic equipment for  joint 
services of the Union des cooper  at~  ves. 
'l'OI'AL  : 
7.086 
28.202 
EEC  grant in I 
ECU  arrl % of . 
total cost 
30.278 
50"/, 
102.092 
30'}~ 
11.563 
41% 
11.563 
=::·=======4======-=+"=============:===r=;====--··====l====:== 
TU1<ISIE  I 
I 
J 0!'-iG/121/81/B  DevelofX11ent  of the villages of Tou1reu£  !  323.725 
, COOPIBO  and Mellala in the governorate of Ke£.  L 
I  .  TOI'AL  :  . 
I  =81/F  I  Acquisition of plo"')hs £0r the Kararno- · ·1 
!
.  t~.criCN  It-..'mR- '  jongs  ~n the districts of Jie and Labwor,  1 
NATIO:~ALE  l.n  the province of Karamoja.  i 
CXlNTRE  V. 
. 206.136 
38.847 
12% 
38.847 
96.884 
4  7",(, 
FAD'! 
(A.I.C.F.) 
( 
1 
wj 
I 
l 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
l 
; 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
f 
I 
I 
i. Project reference 
number 
ONG/BG/12/81/L'K 
TI--lE  SAVE  THE 
CHILDREN  FlJ!\l]) 
(S.C.F.) 
URUGU.Z\Y  ----
ONG/157/Bl/B 
COM IDE 
45  -
Brief desc  ription 
ospi  tal i.n  Kampala.  Equipping of a  h 
'IDI'AL 
Equipping of an 
Paso de la Horqu 
Colonia. 
Tal'AL 
.. 
agri~1tural school at 
eta,  departernent. of 
=='=============~=============  .-=-==:;;:::: 
ONG/BG/4/81/F 
CEt-rrRE  Il:--i'I'ER-
NATIOt'lAL  DE 
DEVELIJPPENENT 
Setting up of cu; 
health care centi 
intervillage primary 
.,..e.,. 
ET  DE 
al communes • 
·- --· 
equipnent for a  programme 
RECHERCHE  I 
(C.I.D.R.)  I 
Oi'-JG/BG/19/81/B  Support for rur 
OXF.~  I::~ 
=====~===~~~-~-=========~====,====~~==~=~~========= 
YEMEN  {A.R.} 
ONG/::j(}/5/81/UF:  I  Acquisition of 
OXFAM  1 of primary heal  th care in the Ti  Ham a 
on,  Hodeidah province. 
AL  : 
Total cost  EEC  grant in 
in ECU  ECU  arrl% of 
total cost 
6.922  3.461 
50"~ 
100.345 
= 
H.~~87g 1
_  ··  58.453  .. 
39% 
-~ 
58.453 
-
I  17.208  8.604 
I  SO%  l 
7.826  3.913 
50% 
12.517 
·r==  -
16.960  8.480 
50"~ 
I 
8 •  .480 
-- -- ======o========r============== 
I  ZJI.IRE 
ONG/7/81/I'r 
GRUPPO  DI  VOL0.\1-
'rA.tl.IATO  CIVILE 
(G.V .C.) 
I 
erant health officE>..rs  I Training of itin_  l 
- =  '= ·== 
327.487  104.796 
<X·iG/ll/8 J./B 
COHIDE  l
l:::c:~~ 
cent..re for the p 
at Matadi. 
I 
pulation of Ituci. 
equipping of a  training 
hysically handicapped 
32% 
207.908  76.926 
'  37"~ 
! 
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I 
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f' 
I 
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I 
r. 
project referenc1 
number 
ONG/12/81/B. 
BuREAU  D I ETUDES 
?OUR  LTN  DEVE-
LO?PF.!·Si~"T 
~\:u'-:!SE 
{B.E.D.H.) 
Q"Jr.j3Cl /81 /B 
C:Ol-tTDE 
O.~G/45/81/B 
en I-B~·il01Al\;"D  il.. 
Oi\r./8R/8i /I'T' 
!-:OVI  l>r'~'·ti'O 
SVILUPPO 
E  PACE 
(M.S.P.) 
ONG/EC/l/81/IT 
NOVIH.::~~"TO 
SviLUPPO E 
PP..CE  l  (H.S.P.) 
I ONG/EC/7 /81/IT 
~10\-"'I~EN  .. TO 
SVILUPPO 
E  PACE 
(M.S.P. 
I  ONG/BG/18/81/B 
I 
3ROEDERLIJK 
DELEN 
i 
! 
I 
I 
l  ONG/EG/21/81/B 
[ COOPIBO 
i 
...,  47  -
Brief description 
E:<tension of the rural development pro-
gramme at the Tshiala Mioko  base 
carried out in the coastal region from 
tl1P.  training centres at Yema-frontiere 
an-:  YR.larda  - Collectivj te de la mer  -
Mwmda  zone • 
Completion of the bridge over  t:r.e  river 
Kafubu at Kasungani-L~~bashi, 
p:-nvince of Sh"lba. 
TmnrovemP.nt.s  to nrinking water sunplies 
for the basis· rural corrrnu;'1i ties by 
drilling 'dells  in the rP.gion of 
Hapinda,  Yakoma,  l,burnonbazi,  Bokilio. 
Gemena.  Pobito  and Bwaraanda,  Ubarqi 
region.  / 
C'.onstrfjC'f.;on  ;md  ~>qUipping of an 
agricultural school at ZOngo,  Posobolo 
zone. 
.l\cquisi  tion of a  generating set and  a 
m~~oc mill for  u1e maternity clinic and 
dispensary at Bongesa,  Bar.dundu region. 
Consr..ruction and equipping of a  voca-
tiona.l  school at  Bar  aka. 
Construction and equipping of four 
classes for  a  short secretariat course 
at Uvira. 
Acquisition of a  vehicle for the 
medical/social  programne in the Nlovenga 
region,  Kasal  p~ovince. 
Acquisition of a  vehicle for rural , 
medical  an::i  social extension services in 
the Tschidirnba regwn,  Kasal province. 
Acquisition of machines  for  the manual 
manufacture of bricks and  tiles for  "' 
the building cooperatives in the  Wamba 
re:Jion,  Isiro province. 
Implementation of ·two  micro-projects. 
Total cost 
in ECU 
337.6.56 
38.984 
588-12fi 
68.452 
17.466 
24.928 
13.422 
13.766 
13.766 
8.696 
35.735 
EEC  grant in 
ECU  and% of 
total cost 
168.828 
SO% 
19.492 
50"/o 
294.0fi3 
5Cl% 
34.226 
50"~ 
8.733 
SO% 
12.464 
50% 
6.711 
50% 
6.883 
50% 
6.883 
50"~ 
4.348 
SO% 
17.510 
49% 
'I 
li 
\I 
[! 
r 
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I'  I 
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I  ! 
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I  ! 
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'· 
i r-.coject reference 
! 
1 nurnber 
I 
I 
I 
ONG/BG/23/81/B 
COl•LIDE: 
! Z.iiJ.BIA 
~---
! ONG/15/81/IRL 
I IRISH  FOUNDATION 
?OR  CO-OP~RATIVE 
DEVEl.A'JP;'-lE:\'T 
(I.F  .C.D.) 
I  ?~?~8s2(~Rl/D 
.!.,..'C,._!  .. L..  "-f"'..C.. 
! CA.~IT,;s-
1 V'ERSP.t"'TI 
i 
l :::·JC/EG/3/81/IRL 
I "'~ CC'' TRE  i  :.,.("',  }';......., 
; 
i o:·:G/EG/8/81/IT 
j !·ifl.:NI  T=:SE 
' 
j  === 
.  !  :·:;I~-3.'>13\·iE 
i ONG/36/81/liK 
I i•IP.R  ON  WA.'iT 
I<-- o "  l  I  ~·; •.  •  •,\:  • 
l  C'}.·lG/42/81/D 
i )'::Eu'ISCoiE  \~TIT­
!  EUNGE:RHILFE 
I'D w ..  H  I  \  •  .l~ •  •  I 
i 
I 
i 
- 48-
Brief description 
! 
I Acquisition of invalid wheelchairs  for 
I  Lubur..bashi • 
r~cquisi  tion of supplementary equipment 
for vocational  training  - Luburrbashi. 
EquiptJing of eight dispensaries in 
Lubumbashi. 
Acquisition of a  generating tmi  t 
for the agricultural cooperative of 
Sambwa-Kipushi. 
Acquisition of one lot of agricultural 
tools for  a  cooperative at Kipushi. 
I 
Acquisition of b. icycles for agricultural 
extension 1-10rkers  at Kipushi. 
l
.~quisi  tion of equipment  for six 
dispensaries in the Kipushi region. 
TOTAL 
.Acqi.Jisi tion of corn mills for the 
northern province. 
Acquisition of a  vehicle for distributing 
food  aid in i"'Dngu,  western province • 
i•.cquisi  tion of a  corn !!'.ill for  t."le 
village of 1-lpanshya. 
ivater and electricity suoolies for  a 
health centre at !".anyinga,  Solwezi 
region. 
TOI'AL  : 
===·=--
?rogr"""e involving =tritional, he:r 
and paediatric care  and  corrmuni ty  i 
developnent in the :'-lashonoland region.  J 
Setting up of nurseries  for  a  reaffores-
ta~ion programme  in different  ~arts 
'  oi the country. 
I 
Total cost 
in ECU 
19.626 
5.496 
12.168 
5.496 
20.410 
5.496 
9.810 
34.757 
79.836 
9.272 
14.456 
114.236 
145.130 
EEC grant in 
ECU  a•d  ~£  in 
total cost 
9.813 
50% 
2.748 
SO",b 
6.084 
SO",b 
2.748 
SO",b 
10.205 
50% 
2.748 
50"/o 
4.905 
SO% 
15.988 
50% 
59.877 
75% 
4.636 
50% 
7.228 
50% 
87.729 
66.257 
58<'/o 
72.565 
SO% 
r 
! 
l 
·,:;.:;-..::1~·. 
;:  .!: .. 
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?roject reference I 
nuni.:ier 
Brief description 
CNG/43/81/UK 
AFRICA  :C:DUC.u.-
TION.".L  TRUST 
Oi.'<G/56/81/U'K 
ZDIBI\B\'i'E 
PROJEc:r 
ONG/77/Bl/NL 
CEBEt•D 
ON'G/82/81/l..JK 
Zl~l3!1-5h"E 
PROJECT 
O~G/EG/6/81/NL 
NOVIa 
Training progra~e for  journalists 
in Salisbury. 
I  • Installation of pumps  and constru.-:t:ion 
j
l of an agricultural tmit for  the develop-
meat of market--gardening at Dadaya. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Repairs  to~l"K·; .eq..Iipping  o£  a  hosp.iral 
in the ~>lt.ondoro Tribal. 
Eq-..t.ippirg  of an  a.;;riculturaJ.  school 
at Inyanga. 
Sup:::ort for  a  worr.en 
1 s  club  : 
acquisition of .:'e\v:i.l>g-:nac.h.ines  and 
various equipment. 
Supp::>rt for  a  w'Omen 
1 s  c.l ub  : 
acauisition of a  building for training 
purposes.  ' 
Construction  and  equi1,xnent of a train:i.ng 
ce.ntre  ::or women  at Ga-cooma. 
Construction and  c'qUipment of a  training 
ce.'1tre for \·JOmen  at Selukwe. 
/  = 
Total cost 
in ECU 
151.230 
80.408 
90.766 
45.618 
7.186 
7.775 
7.740 
7.740 
I  EEC  grant in  '  .  ECU  an::l  ~£ of 
total cost 
89.226 
59% 
40.204 
50"/, 
45.383 
50% 
23.309 
50"/o 
3.593 
507~ 
2.488 
32% 
3.870 
507~ 
3.870 
50% 
350.765 
= 
-
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
i 
I 
I 
( 
I 
I 
I 
l 
! 
l 
I 
t 
! 
.J  -, 
d 
f 
I 
l 
1 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
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TABL:t:  III 
CLASSIFICATION  OF  PROJECTS  COFINAt~CED IN  1981  (1) 
... 
AMOUl-.i'T  IN  ECU  % 
! 
l. FIELDS  COVERED 
P.IJr icul  ture  3.256.332  26 
Education  4.051.834  33 
Health  2.511.  900  20 
Economy  847.315  7 
Comr..unications 
I 
(means  of transport)  808.266  7 
Migrants, and refugees  94.001  1 
Social  786.701  6 
TOTAL  12.356.349  100 
2.  SPECIFICATIONS 
Construction - property  3.550.537  29 
J  Equipment  3.752.570  30 
Transport  967.325  8 
Personnel  I 
- local  labour  1.092.608  9 
- foreign  labour  465.153  4 
Training  388.703  3 
Other specifications 
(starting-up expenses,  planning, 
services,  etc.)  2.139.453  17 
TOTAL  12.356.349  100 
( 1)  These figures  do  not include block grants. I, 
! 
i 
I 
11 
I 
I. 
! 
. i. 
• f 
t 
I 
;  i 
t. 
: i 
1  I 
l 
. i: 
LIST OF  PUBLIC  EDUCATION  PROJECTS  COFINANCED  IN  1981 
-------------------------------~--------------------
O~G/ED/l/81/F 
FRERES  DES 
HO~i:'lES 
Short description of the project 
Assistance toHards  the Setting up of a 
prcx.;rarnrne  within the context of worker 
education classes on  North/SOuth  inter~ 
dependence issues. 
Or.;G/ED/2/81/IT  Courses  a;·1d  seminars with students  and 
COHITATO  EliRO?EOl farmers  on  issue.">  concerning  Jl.gricul  ture 
DI  FORHAZIO:·JE  in Europe  and in the developing  . 
AGRARIA  co~~tries. 
(CEFA)  .  . 
ONG/ED/3/81/E 
~GO LIAISON 
COi~.UT'I'EE 
ONG/ED/4/81/NL 
ECUNENICAL 
RESEA.qCH 
EXGIANGE 
Ol'ID/ED/5/81/ul< 
RUSKIN  COLLEGE 
OY.FORD 
Ot~G/ED/6/81/B 
AFRIKA  VER.t--::NI-
GING  v/d RIJi<.S-
UNIVERSITEIT 
GENT 
1  ot-:G/ED/7/81/F 
I COHITE  CA'l'HQ-
j L IQUE  CQL,'TR£  LA 
I  F.::..m  ET  POL'R  LE 
I '  DEVELOPPEI-iENI' 
(C.C.F.D.) 
I 
I  ONG/i::D/8/81/IT 
1-<Iil.NI  TESE 
ONG/ED/9/81/F 
C&'\'I'RE  DE  RELA-
TIONS  INI'ERN.Z\.-
1  TIONALES  El\TRE 
I  i\GRIClJLTElJRS 
POlJR  LE  DEVE-
LOPPEHENI' 
(C.R.I.A.D.) 
Seminar  ar1d  follow-up on  L~e role of 
European  1\'GOs  in respect to changes  in 
the international division of labour 
with particular reference to the textile 
industry  • 
Study and education carnpaiyn in the 
churches  on  the developnent p::Jlicy of 
the EEC  ar1d  its relations with  a  new 
international  economic order. 
Production  ar1d  uti.:j.ization of audio-
visual materials for use during courses 
I  on developnent issues organized by Trade 
Unions  ar1d  \·.brker  Education Associa-
tions. 
Assistance to a  Europ=ar1  network 
covering  four  ~ember States,  set up to 
coordinate the production of schools 
rnaterials on Third World  issues. 
Subsidy  towards  a  permanent information 
programme  on extreme  poverty in the 
~~brld. 
Booklet  and seminar  on  the Brar1dt Report 
and on interdependence issues. 
l  Carnpaiyn  among  farming circles in 
i Frar1ce on the interlinkage between 
I
I agricultural pr-oduction in Europe  and 
food  problems  in the developing · 
1 countries.  ·  .. 
.. - . 
Total cost 
of project 
in ECU 
39 .182• 
9.926 
17.284 
78.870 
128.830 
73.190 
77.563 
12.486 
47.612 
Comrm.ll1i ty 
contribution 
in ECU 
19.591 
4.963 
8.642 
27.605 
55.397 
36.493 
14.737 
6.243 
23.806 
t 
I I 
I 
Ot-:G/ED /ll/81/lJK 
THE  .PJ:RICA 
CENTRE 
I  ONG/ED/12/81/F 
SOi.J'  •  .GRiU. 
ONG/ED/13/81;1-.'L 
CEl<TRUH  VOOR 
EUROPESE  \'OR-
NING  IN  HE'I'  NE-
DERLA..'\;TISE  C.imER-
,mJS 
o:-:G/ED/15/81/UK 
S!-L1l.,\'TI  THI?D 
i'.'ORLD  CENI'RE 
I  ONG/ED/16/81/UK 
OXFAN 
ONG/ED/17/81/NL 
I 
I~'TERNATIONJ.L 
CO.<;LITION  FOR 
DEVELOP.t-iENI' 
I  ;>.CI'ION 
l 
ONG/ED/20/81/DK 
1  DAl~h1JRCHAID 
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Short description of tl1e project 
Europe  und Africa,  a  programme of 
~~etings and  axhibitior~ ~  illustrate 
tile links between Europe  and  the Afri-
can continent. 
Education  programme  on  food,  production 
and consur.ption patterns in Europe  and 
the Third i\orld showirq  interdepender:ce. 
1  Europe  and  the 'Ihird World;  to faster 
in.sigrrt  and  involvement of pupils  and 
teachers on Third World problems  and 
t~eir relationship to Europe. 
Unemployr.ent  and its links with  the 
Third l'k:>rld.  Einph.::.sis  on the need for 
orderly restructuring in ELU:·ope. 
11\rchlvay/Ujamaa project on  non-formal 
development education on  Aid,  1rade 
and Employment:  Europe and  the Third 
viorld. 
Subsidy  t~ a  programme  involving NGOs 
fror.,  rrost Herr.ber  Sta.t.es  on change in 
; the  industrialized co1mtries  and rede--
ployment of industry to the Tnixd World. 
/ 
Assistanc,e-A:o  t.iJ.e  production of a  film 
1 illustratirq the c.ievelo;::ment  problems 
I  of an  F-.£:: ica'1 country for use witb 
'grouos  and in schools. 
ONG_(E~/?:1~81(;1<  __ 
1 
Prcx;rarnme  with  t.'1e  media  and other 
1 CEN1'R:..  .tOr<.  hORLD
1 
op~ruon formers  on  Europe/Tnird World 
!  DE'ilEI..OPi-IELT  COOf'Eration. 
i EDUC:"'l.TION 
i  01\G/i::u/22/81/B 
I 
GROUPE  EL?.OPEEN 
DE  RE:t-\LISATIO~lS 
AUDIO-VISL:rT I.ES 
POtfr<.  LE  DE\1::-
LOPPEHENI' 
I 
l WG/ED/2 4/81/F 
!  GROUPE  R.E:C~RChJ:: 
I D I t:CH.A:·:GC:S  TI::C:-i-
1  NO LeX:; I QliE.S 
l 
Production and  adoption of audio-visual 
ra<n:er iaJ.s on deve1opm=m:  issues for use 
I oy European  NC{)s. 
Ms.istance to the production of a  video 
on agriculture in ,;t.rica,  emphasizing  .. 
t.'le  need  for  toed prociuction  to in-
crease se1f-suff2ciency. 
Total cost 
of project 
in ECU 
33.760 
94.514 
836.160 
46.694 
84.158 
42.176 
72.964 
89.729 
167.772 
35.940 
Cornrm.mi tv 
contribution 
in ECU 
16.880 
41.586 
31.705 
23.347 
42.079 
10.755 
18.241 
30.508 
30.199 
16.173 
;; 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
! 
l 
I 
l 
I 
!  f. 
! 
I 
I 
t 
I 
. ~ ... -, 
' 
I
ONG/ED/25/81/UK 
CHRISTl?;.\[  AID 
l 
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Short  descript~on of the project 
Assistance  to  t.'1e  production of a  film 
for  use  with groups  and eventt.:.ally 
television on  energy problems  and  the 
Third  ~~·orld. 
ONG/;':D/26/81/B  Subsidy  to't.'ard.s  a  seninar  a.1.d  programme 
c;::;--.Tl'RE  OECL)·:::::- !on the r.eed to develop autonomous  agri-
NIQUE/JOINT  TASKjcul tural production in tl1e  Thi-::-d  1\'orld. 
FORCE 
. 1 ONG/ED/27/81/UK 
l L~~::::£'}'·,.;-.1 
ONG/ED/28/81/F 
AGRICCL  TI:LKS 
FRAt\CAIS  E'T 
DEVELOP?ENEt\T 
lNTERNATIOi'.JAL 
O~;G/ED  /2  9  /81/D 
DE!JrSCHE  1-iELT-
1 
HlJNGERHILFE 
(D.l'l.H.H.) 
Joint pro:ject between development edu-
cation centres  to encourage  a  greater 
degree of teaching arout developnent 
problems  in tb.e  classroom. 
I 
Education pra;ramme with agric.  ul  tural 
circles in Frar:ce on the  problerr.s 
facing  farmers in the develop1ng 
countries. 
I 
Contribution tm.;ards  a  programme  with 
women.s  groups in Germany  to stimulate 
!discussion  ~~.d understanding about the 
l
si  tuation of rural  corrununities ·in Latin 
A:nerica. 
/' 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
j 
I  I  1 
I 
'  1 
I 
! 
I 
I  I 
' 
! 
I  ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
i 
l  ! 
l  I  !  I 
./· 
c'f<~) 
Total cost 
of project 
in ECU 
77.530 
67.583 
90.105 
50.540 
40.224 
r 
38.765 
13.887  -
39.646 
24.259 
20.112 .j 
) 
I 
! 
r 
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f 
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TABLE  V 
BREAKCOIVN  BY  N30  AND  COUNTRY  OF  Jv;AIN  FCOD  AID  ACTIONS  IN 1981 
--~----------------------------------------------------------
NGO  I 
RECIPIE~~ COUNTRY  PRODUCT  AND  QUANTITY  (t) 
Butteroil  Cereals  Milk 
ASSOCIATION  AIDE  Haute-Volta  40 
AU  TIERS  f•DNDE  Madagascar  50 
Peru  60 
R~_Pt~~e  .  ~ntr  africaine  30 
- Seneg  ·  60 
Sri Lanka  20 
Togo  40 
ABBE  PIERRE I s  India  200 
CHILDREN  AID 
MOTHER  TERESA'S 
CO-WORKERS  IN 
.. 
DENMARK  .. 
' 
. . 
BUREAU  D  ·'ETUDES  Zair~  25  100 
POUR  UN  DEVE-
.. 
LOPPEMENI'  HARMO-
NISE 
CARITAS  BELGICA  .Algerie  40  100 
Burundi  240 
Chile  20  70 
Djibouti  . 20  50 
Haiti  80 
Kenya  ...  70  '· 
Paraguay  50  100 
Peru  100 
Rwanda  240 
Tanzania  100 
Zaire  200  850 
CARITAS  GERHANICA  Benin  60 
Chile  400  10,000  3,000 
Djibouti  50 
Egypt  150 
Ethiopia  400 
Haiti  '  500 
India  800 
Jordan  20 
Kenya  300 
Lib  an  . 200 
Mauritanie  100 
M::>carnbique 
.  (.  300 
Niger  100 
Uganda  300 
7.;mhi~  ??n 
··:-. '  r 
f 
~ 
F
_r,_
1GO----+  ~~ ____  RE_c_~I_P_I_E_NT  __  c_o_UNTR  __  Y  __  +-__  P_R_o_D_u_cr-,-_AI_ND_QU_._AN_iT_I_TYr-_< t_)  --1 
Butteroil  C~reals  ~tilk 
~------------------~----------------------------+-----------+-----------+------~ 
I 
Ci\RITAS  ITALIAL\JA  j Mauritanie. 
1  senegal 
'I  CA.~ITAS 
DICA 
NEERLAN-
Sudan 
Ug·anda 
Cabo  Verde 
Colombia 
India 
Peru 
I 
I 
Philippines 
Dominican Republic 
Tanzania 
I 
I 
ChT'riOLIC  RELIEF 
SERVICES  (C.R.S.) 
i  COiviiTE  DES  INSTI-
! TUTS  HISSIONAIRES 
i - Cirvl 
! 
r 
Burundi 
Cisjordanie 
Djibouti 
Dominica 
Egypt 
Ecuador 
Gambia 
Ghana 
Haute-Volta 
Honduras 
India 
Indonesia 
Jamaica 
Jordan 
Kenya 
Madagascar 
Mauritanie 
Pakistan 
senegal 
Tunisie 
Uruguay 
Zaire 
I 
CONSEIL  OECt.JME- Algerie 
,  NIQUE  DES  EGLISES  Angola 
1  Chile  l  India 
&  Gaza 
60 
60 
50 
40 
150 
20 
20 
50 
20 
30 
'· 
180 
100 
200 
200 
200 
300 
800 
700 
200 
100 
200 
100 
50 
100 
60 
1,200 
300 
200 
250 
200 
60 
1,200 
800 
160 
200 
200 
100 
200 
300 
20 
300 
100 
600 
140 
30 
120 
.  Kenya  50 
L----------------~-L-ib_·_a_n  __________________  ~--~------2-0----~----------._  ___  4_0~ ·.  ,_  .  •:;::- .- -- - 59.- . 
-. 
•. 
' 
100 
.160 
100 
. 20 
40 
40 
30. 
100 
60 
200 
50 
300 
??-C':'OS  I  Haiti  100  j  200  I 
.---:-'-______  i  I  I' 
~---- 'T  I  ---, 
.__ _________  j_ __  , __ "'"' ___  .. _. -·  ---------~------ .. _.J _____  ,_j  ___  ., .... _J 
j 
! ------·--·-------
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l 
RECIPIENT  COUNTRY 
I  ~~GO  I 
I 
I 
I 
I  t 
I 
CATHOLIQud  Comores 
I 
I  SECOURS 
I  I Congo 
I  Djibouti 
I  i-laute-Volta  I 
I 
Lilian 
I  I•iali 
I  senegal 
I 
Tchad 
I  SECOL'RS  PoPULAIRE I  senegal  I  FR.U.."JCAIS  Sudan 
I 
I  SOCIETE  DE  ST.- Liba1> 
I 
i  Vlt\CEl\"T  DE  PAuL 
I 
!  I  SOS-EOITES  DE  -Bangladesh 
LAIT  Chile 
I 
India 
r  SOS-SA.t..::::c:L  INTER- Gambia 
I  0lATIO~l\L  Haute-Volta 
I  !1a.li 
'  !,iauri  tanie 
I 
I 
Niger  I 
I  I 
senegal 
I 
I  ! 
I  sos  VTI.LAGIO  "'~L  I  Cl  '1  I  .  .ur..  !1l  e 
I rh\JCIALLO  DI  ROl'1A  1  Colombia 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
'  l  .I 
I 
i 
I 
rri-n:~  SA\ffi  THE 
cr:JLD~r..; FUND 
DEVr:LG?l'iE~-..:"T  AID 
FRO:v;  ?EOPLE  TO 
PEOPLE 
Egypt 
India 
!vladaga.scar 
Nepal 
Philippines 
India 
Angola 
Zimbabwe 
I 
l 
I 
' 
PRODUcr  AND  QUAN'TITY  ( t) 
I 
Butteroil  C~eals  Nilk 
100 
120 
100 
100 
100 
160 
100 
....  120 
50 
50 
100 
,. 
I  '20 
160 
120 
' 
60 
! 
30  80 
120 
I 
30  I  60 
I 
180  I  200 
I  ! 
j 
I 
:  lQO  ..... 
I  20 
I  200 
I 
I 
I 
200  I  C::(' 
I  _,u  I  l  30  I 
I 
150  I 
I 
I 
I  I 
I 
200  I 
I  i  . 
I 
! 
I 
I  I  100  i 
100 
I· 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
t~GO 
I 
RECIPIE~"'T COUNTRY  PRODUCT  AND  QUANTITY  ( t)  I 
\ 
. I 
I 
I 
Butter  oil  Cereals  Milk  I  1--
I  I DIFFEREI:IT  NGOs  I  Ethiopia  100  ~  I  I 
Haiti  2,500 
I 
Uganda  6,000 
I  i 
!  I  I TOI'AL  2,000  18,500  25,000 
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